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1. Safety Regulation. 
1.1 Check Points for Safe Operation 
 
When using your CNC lathe, always make sure the following 
conditions or operations are in effect. Failure to this will reduce 
cutting accuracy and may be the cause of accidents. 
1. When chucking a workpiece, check both the chucking method and 

the pressure while considering the rigidity of the workpiece so as 
not to cause chucking distortion. 

2. Make sufficient chucking allowance so that the workpiece cannot 
jump out from the chuck, either by cutting force or centrifugal 
force of the spindle. The workpiece may be supported by the 
tailstock, if necessary. 

3.  If the workpiece is of an eccentric or irregular shape, so that the 
center of gravity of the workpiece is outside the center of rotation, 
this eccentricity will cause the spindle vibrate during rotation, 
adversely affecting overall cutting accuracy.  To counteract this, 
attach a balance for the workpiece. 

4.  If chips are stuck to the workpiece or to the tool, the desired 
accuracy of cutting face may not be obtained. Select appropriate 
tools to prevent chips from sticking to the tool and workpiece. 

5.  Before selecting tools, check the tools thoroughly so as to prevent 
any interference between the tool and workpiece, chuck, jaw, 
tailstock, cover, etc. 

6.  A wide variety of materials and shapes are used as workpieces to 
be cut. Always set the appropriate cutting conditions for each 
material and shape to obtain the desired accuracy of the 
particular product. 

7.  At actuation of the machine an before cutting, warm up the 
spindle and move the turret and slideways for a period of time to 
reach proper operating temperature. This is necessary to reduce 
the influence on the workpiece by thermal displacement. 

8. When cutting the bar material using a bar feeder and a hole 
through spindle, use only absolutely straight bar material since 
the accuracy of the workpiece is influenced by curve of the bar 
material. 
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1.2 Safety Rules for this machine 
1.2.1 Safety Practices 
 
Each machine is shipped with a variety of built-in safety devices 
To prevent such a situation from occurring, all operators must 
carefully read the manuals supplied by NC unit manufacturer and 
Leadwell  so that they understand the machine before trying to 
operate it. 
Because there are so many "things which cannot be done" and 
"things which must not be done, "all prohibited information cannot 
be specified in the instruction manual. Assume that something is 
impossible unless the manual specifically states that "it can be done". 
The following pages describe fundamental safety information. 
All the items described must be carefully observed when operating 
the machine or performing maintenance work. Failure to observe 
fundamental safety information can lead to serious operator injury 
and machine damage. All operators must strictly follow the  
information. 
 
[Signal Word Definition] 
 
             DANGER  
 Indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not  
 avoided, will result in death or serious injury. 
 
             WARNING  
 Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not      
 avoided, could result in death or serious injury. 
 
             CAUTION  
 Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not  
 avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury or damages   
 to the machine. 
 
             NOTE  
 Indicates comments and items for which care should be  
 exercised. 
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1.2.2   Machine Installation Precautions 
  
 Installation Site 
 (a) Allow space for maintenance. 
  Install the machine so that the doors of the machine and  
  the NC unit can be opened without interference. 
 (b) Do not put things on the floor around the machine. 
  Keep the floor dry. If coolant or lubricating oil is spilled,  
  wipe it up immediately. 
 (c) The machine and the NC unit must not be subject to          
  direct sunlight. Chips, coolant, and oil must not be   
  splashed on the machine or the NC unit. 
  The machine and the NC unit must not subject to any 
  excessive vibrations. 
  Ambient temperature:  0 to 35°C 
  Humidity: 75%RH or less (without condensation)              
 (d) Make sure that the floor is strong enough  to support 
  the machine. 
  The floor must not be sloped or irregular in any way. 
 (e) A number of cooling fans are used inside the floor.  
  Therefore, dust and mist must be kept to a minimum. 
 (f) Allow space for easy removal of the chip conveyor and  
  the coolant tank. 
  
 Power Supply 
 (a) Only an authorized electrical technician should perform 
  work with the power cable connections. 
 (b) No electrical noise generating sources, such as electric 
  welders or electric discharge machines, can be near the 
  machine. Take care to insulate the machine from any  
  adverse effects that might be caused by nearby  
  equipment. 
 (c) An excessive voltage drop due to an insufficient power  
  capacity will cause a malfunction of the NC unit. The 
  power cables must be connected directly and                  
  independently to the plant power distribution panel. 
 Allowable values: 
 *Voltage............................. ±10% of nominal supply voltage. 
                                                       (200/220V AC) 
 *Frequency ........................ 50/60 Hz ± 1 Hz. 
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 *Momentary power failure.- Less than 10 msec. 
 *Voltage impulse...............  Leak value is 200% or less of  
                                                        the effective value (rms value)      
                                                        of the line voltage with pulse 
                                                        duration of 1.5 msec. 
 *Waveform distortion........  7% or less 
 *Imbalance in line voltages  5% or less 
 
Grounding 
(a) Machine should be ground independently, sothat will prevent  
 the current damage the NC system when the attached  
 equipment broken was and generate unexpect current. 
(b) The machine can not be ground wired together with electric  
 welding & EDM machine. (Series connection of several  
 machine ground wire is inhibited) 
(c) The ground wire should be as short as possible and use of more  
 than 8mm wire less than 100  resistance, The ground wire  
 specification should large (good) than AWG No.7 & SWG  
 No.8, The same as input power cable. 
(d) Inspect the ground resistance, When single devices was ground  
 wired the ground resistance should less than 100 . 
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  Air Supply 
 (a) Use only clean and dry air.  
 (b) Make sure that the air source can supply the specified 
  volume of air.  
 
 Installation 
 (a) To hoist the machine, be sure to follow the precautions 
  bellow. 
       1) Only an authorized technician should perform work   
      with the machine hoistion. 
  2) Use only wires, shackles, and jigs of the dimensions  
      specified in the manual. They must be strong enough  
     to support the weight of the machine. (The machine  
     weight is about 4.6 ton, For safty use transportation  
     equipment which their capacity must more than 5 ton) 
  3) Before hoisting the machine, make sure that each of  
      the units is fixed securely. 
  4) Before hoisting the machine, make sure that each of  
      the units is fixed securely. 
  5) Be sure that the machine is well balanced both  
      lengthwise and crosswise while hoisting the  
      machine slightly shove the floor. 
  6) When a plurality of workers are in operation, be sure  
      to call attention each other as necessary. 
 (b) If rust prevention coating is applied to the slideway  
  surfaces, it must be removed completely. If any rust  
  prevention coating is left on the slideway when the  
  machine power is turned ON, a servo alarm will occur. 
 (c) The carriage and cross slide are fixed in place with  
  transit clamps when the machine is shipped. Also,  
  eyebolts are used to hoist the machine. These clamps 
  and eyebolts must be removed before turning ON the 
  power. 
 (d) After installing the machine, the machine must be  
  leveled. The machine's crown and distortion values must  
  be adjusted according to the Accuracy Test Results Chart  
  delivered with the machine. 
 
 
 (e) Keep the door interlock switch in the ON position.  
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  Remove the key and store it in a safe place. 
 
 Before turning On The Power After Installation 
 
 After completing machine installation, check the following  
 points before turning ON the power. 
 (a) Make sure that all bolts are tightened securely. 
 (b) Make sure that all connectors are connected 
   securely. 
 (c) Make sure that all hydraulic hoses and air pipes are  
  connected securely. 
 (d) If the machine is equipped with any optional external  
  equipment (bar feeder, loader, robot), make sure that  
  each electrical cable and hydraulic/pneumatic pipes are 
  connected correctly. 
 (e) Check the input voltage and all the L1/L2/L3 (R/S/T) 
  phases of input power. 
 
 After Turning ON The Power After Installation 
 
 (a) Never feed the axes right after turning ON the power; 
  manually operate the cycle pump to supply lubricating 
  oil to the slideway surfaces first. 
 (b) Check for oil leaks. Make sure that all of the gauges  
  indicate the correct values. 
 (c) Make sure that any transit clamps left in the machine are  
  removed. 
 (d) Repeatedly open and close the chuck to break in the  
  chuck operating cylinder.  Then, break in the spindle. 
 (e) Swiching to manual operation mode (MPG) and move  
  both X & Z axis to their middle poistion of the stroke ,   
  Then operating the machine to its home position. 
  (reference point) 
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1.2.3 Turning the Power On and Off 
 
(1) Always check that there are no obstacles or people near 

the machine's movable parts before operating the 
machine. 

(2)If the machine stops due to a power failure, turn the Main 
Disconnect Switch OFF immediately. 

(3)The machine cannot operate unless the power is supplied 
correctly. A momentary power stoppage due to a power 
failure or lightning can cause an accident. Therefore, stop 
the machine of abnormal fluctuation of power supply due 
to lightning, etc. is anticipated. 

(4) Before starting machine operation, make sure that all of 
the gauges (hydraulic pressure, lubricating oil pressure, 
compressed air pressure, etc.) indicate the correct values. 
Airshould always be supplied to a machine equipped with 
a parts catcher. 

(5) After turning the power ON, make sure that the cycle 
pump and the fans are operating correctly. 

(6) Never feed the axes right after turning the power ON; 
manually operate the cycle pump to supply lubricating oil 
to the slideway surfaces first. 

(7) To turn the power OFF, follow the sequence below: 
     -Press the Emergency Stop Button. 
     -Press the POWER OFF Switch on the operation panel. 
     -Turn the Main Disconnect Switch OFF. 

 
1.2.4  Safety Practices during Setup and Operation 
   

(1) Never touch any switch with wet hands. 
(2)The machine should be operated by one, well-trained 

person only, at any time. 
   injury can occur if more than one person operates the 

machine; the machine could be started by one operator 
while the other operator is changing the fixture or chuck 
jaws. If more than one operator is absolutely necessary, all 
involved operators must cooperate and be able to 
communicate. 
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(3) Always turn the power OFF before performing setup. 
   If setup must be performed with the power ON, set the 

switches on the operation panel to the following positions: 
 (a) Mode Selector Switch.............Handle 
 (b) Spindle speed range................Neutral (only for  
      machines equipped with a transmission)             
 (c) Chuck......................................Unclamp 
 (d) Spindle speed adjusting dial...Lowest position 
 (e) Turret index switch ........To the current turret position.  
 (f) Override switches    
      (Cutting Feed, Rapid Traverse).Lowest position 
 (g) Machine lock..........................ON 
(4)When loosening the bolts on tool holders and cutting tools, 

or loosening the tailstock body clamp bolts, be sure to 
loosen them gradually. 

 Keep your footing stable when loosening bolts. 
 Do not tighten bolts excessively. 
(5)When a manual chuck or manual fixture is used, always 

remove the clamp handle from the chuck  or fixture after 
tightening. 

(6)Specify a spindle speed which is permissible for the chuck, 
cylinder, and fixture. If this condition is not satisfied, the 
workpiece may come off the spindle, injuring operators 
and damaging the machine. 

(7)Select the proper chucking pressure and tailstock spindle  
thrust pressure for the desired type of machining. 

(8)Clamp the workpiece and cutting tools securely. Depth of 
cut and cutting feed must be selected beginning with small 
values. 

(9)Carefully check the workpiece chucked conditions and the 
center pressing conditions for center work operations. 

(10)Make sure that the tool holders, tools, soft jaws, and 
tailstock are all tightened securely. They should be 
mounted and well balanced so that they will not interfere 
with the workpiece or the machine. 

(11)Be careful not to operate the wrong switch. 
 Visually check the switches on the operation panel before 

operating them. 
(12)The halogen lamp will be very hot after it has been lit for 

a long period. Be careful not to touch it. 
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(13)Always lower the spindle speed when changing the 
spindle speed range while the spindle is rotating. 

(14)While operate machine, do not touch or close to 
movement zone, turning or movable unit will cause 
serious injury.    

(15)Make sure that machine's left door is well closed, or do 
not turn the spindle.  

(16)Do not insert bar stock into the spindle while the spindle 
is rotating. 

(17)The length of bar stock should be shorter than spindle's 
length, or it will cause danger. 

(18)Keep the front door closed while the machine is operating. 
The area inside the front door contains many sources of 
potential danger-the spindle rotation at a high speed with a 
workpiece clamped in it, the turret which rotates and 
moves in many directions with a number of sharp cutting 
tools, etc. 

(19)Never try to open the front door while the spindle is 
rotating to remove chips or try to touch the workpiece or 
cutting tools. 

(20)Never stand in front of the rotating unit, chuck , or  the 
spindle. During setup, the workpiece, cutting tools, or 
chuck jaws might fly out. 

(21)Never remove or open the covers unless absolutely 
necessary. 

(22)Never start machine operation with the safety devices in 
place. 

(23)Cover your hair and do not wear loose clothing or jewelry 
to avoid becoming tangled or caught in the machine. 
Always wear proper shoes when operating the machine. 

(24)Do not lean on the machine while the machine is 
operating. Leaning on the covers can be very dangerous. 

(25)Specify a spindle speed which is permissible for the chuck, 
cylinder, and fixture. If this condition is not satisfied, the 
workpiece may come off the spindle, injuring operators 
and damaging the machine. 

 
(26)After the completion of a cycle, before removing a 

machined workpiece and setting a new workpiece, always 
check that the Cycle Start Indicator is not lit and that the  
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Feed Hold Indicator is lit. 
(27)Carefully check the workpiece chucked conditions and the 

center pressing conditions for center work operations. 
(28)Clamp the workpiece and cutting tools securely. Depth of 

cut and cutting feed must be selected with small values. 
(29)During center pressing operation, always set the tailstock 

spindle interlock to the ON position so that the cycle will 
not start until the workpiece is held by the tailstock spindle 
center. 

(30)Always use straight bar stocks. When bar stock is 
machined using a bar feeder, the bend of the bar stock will 
cause vibration which, in turn, will deteriorate the 
accuracy of the finished workpiece. 

(31)When machining bar stock longer than the spindle length, 
always use a bar feeder. 

(32)Before pressing the Cycle Start Switch to begin automatic 
operation, make sure that the Dry Run Switch is set in the 
OFF position and that all other switches, such as the 
Spindle Override Switch and the Feedrate Override Switch, 
are set to the proper position. 

(33)When running a new program for the first time, check the 
program number. Never attempt to start a new program in 
the automatic made; carefully run the program one block 
at  a time using the single block function. 

(34)During automatic mode operation, be careful not to touch 
any switches inadvertently. 

(35)Before starting or stopping the spindle, set the spindle 
speed adjusting dial (spindle speed override dial on 
operation panel) to the lowest setting. 

(36)Always lower the spindle speed when changing the 
spindle speed range while the spindle is rotating. 

(37)If an hard overtravel alarm occurs, the axis interlock must 
be released to move the axis. In this case, never move the 
axis in opposite direction. 

 
(38)Never put any tools or instruments on the machine  
      operation panel or on any machine part. 
(39)A machine with special specifications, must be operated 

in accordance with the specifications. 
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1.2.5  Safety Practices during Maintenance and Inspection 
  
 Always turn OFF the power before performing maintenance 

and inspection. Maintenance and inspection inside the cover is 
especially dangerous. 

 
 (1)Daily Maintenance 
     In order to ensure safe operations, the machine must be 
          maintained and inspected daily.                   

  (a) Clean the machine so that any abnormalities can be found 
easily. 

 (b) During dry cutting or when machining cast-iron 
workpieces, carefully remove chips from the machine not 
to accumulate them. 

  (c) Make sure that the gauges for hydraulic pressure, air 
pressure, and lubricating oil pressure indicate the correct 
values. 

  (d) Make sure that lubricating oil is properly supplied to the 
slideways. 

  (e) Drain the air regulator (for machines equipped with FRL 
unit). 

(2) Precautions on Performing Maintenance and Inspection: 
  (a) Wiring work for 60V AC or higher voltage circuits must     

be performed only by an authorized electrical technician. 
  (b) Never change the parameter settings without consulting 

your Leadwell representative. If changed inadvertently, 
some parameters will cancel interlock settings. 

  (c) Do not climb on the machine unless absolutely   
       necessary. 
  (d) When chips are being discharged with the chip  
        conveyor, never put your hand or foot on the conveyor. 
 
 
 
  (e) The drain, provided in the spindle front cover to keep  
     coolant from entering the spindle bearings, must be kept   

clean and unblocked by foreign matter. 
  (f) When a hollow chuck is used, a coolant drain is  
     provided at the cylinder portion at the rear of the spindle. 

This drain must also be kept clean and unblocked by 
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foreign matter. 
 (g) Disassemble and clean the chuck periodically. Apply 

grease to the chuck every day. 
 
 (h) The solenoid valves become very hot when the machine is 

operating. Be very carefully not to touch them after the 
power in turned OFF. 

(I) Supply or change hydraulic oil or lubricating oil as 
specified in the Instruction Manual. 

(j) Use only fresh, uncontaminated lubricating oil as specified 
in the Instruction manual. Clean the reservoirs and filers in 
the lubrication line periodically and check for damages to 
the lubrication equipment and piping. 

(k) The fan and filers in the electrical cabinet must be kept 
clean. 

(l) Do not open the doors of the electrical cabinet, the NC unit, 
or the operation panel unless absolutely necessary. 
Opening the doors allows dust, foreign matter, and 
moisture to enter the enclosure and can cause machine 
malfunctions. 

(m) Before changing the battery for memory back up, make 
sure that the power in turned ON. If the battery is changed 
with power OFF, all programs, parameters, and other data 
stored in memory will be lost. 

(n) The halogen lamp will be very for after it has been lit for a 
long period. Be careful not to touch it. 

(o) Carry out daily, monthly, and semi-annual inspection as 
specified in the Instruction Manual. 
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1.2.6  To Ensure High Accuracy 
 
When operating a CNC lathe, the accuracy of the finished 
product cannot be maintained unless the following check 
points are observed. Failure to observe these check points can 
also cause to accidents. 
 
Check Points 
(1) Allow a sufficient clamping area so that the workpiece 

will not come out of the chuck due to the cutting force or 
centrifugal force generated by spindle rotation. Depending 
on the shape of the workpiece, it may need to be supported 
by the tailstock. 

(2) When chucking a workpiece, determine the chucking 
method and chuck pressure considering the rigidity of the 
workpiece so that the workpiece will not be distorted by 
the chuck. 

(3) Machine vibration will result when workpiece with its 
center of gravity not at the chuck rotating center is rotated 
in the chuck. This, in turn, will deteriorate the accuracy of 
the machined workpiece. 

      It is necessary to balance the workpiece with a balancing 
weight. 

(4) Careless tooling will cause interference between the tools 
and the workpiece being cut or the tailstock. Check the 
tooling carefully to avoid interference. 

(5) Before starting the day's operation, break in the spindle 
and the axes. This will minimize the influence of thermal 
distortion on workpiece accuracy. 

(6) When bar stock is used, its bend has veridical influence on 
the accuracy of the machined workpiece. Use straight 
workpieces only. 

(7) If any chips are entangled on the workpiece or cutting tool, 
surface roughness will be deteriorated. Select a cutting 
tool which will not entangle chips. 

(8) Workpiece materials and shapes will vary widely. It is 
necessary to select the cutting conditions best suited to 
each workpiece in order to obtain the required accuracy. 
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(9) When forged or cast workpiece are used, the cutting 
allowance varies greatly from the finished dimensions. To 
avoid this variation, either write a program in which takes 
the variation into consideration or perform pre-machining 
so that a uniform cutting allowance is left on the 
workpiece. 

 
1.2.7   Precautions when Selecting coolant 

 
There are a variety of types of coolant available on the market. 
Leadwell does not specify the type of coolant to be used. 
Choose a coolant suitable for the user's applications by 
consulting the supplier, taking the following requirements 
into consideration. 
(1) The coolant must be free of constituents with adverse 

effects (smell, poisoning, etc.) on human beings. 
(2) The coolant must not deteriorate during storage. 
(3) The coolant must not cause corrosion of the machine. 
(4) The coolant must not peel the coating off the machine. 
(5) The coolant must not cause swelling of rubber parts. 
(6) The coolant must not cause deterioration of accuracy. 
Note that Leadwell cannot be held responsible for any  

 trouble arising from the use of coolant. 
 
1.2.8 Precautions When Operating Special Specification Machines 
 
 (1) Industrial robot specification 

 Only properly authorized persons trained and approved  
 in accordance with local regulations may operate the 

robots. 
 Unauthorized persons may not operate the robots for any 

reason, including teaching and inspection. Anyone 
working with the robot operators must also be properly 
authorized. 
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1.2.9 Front Cover Window Glass 
 

The front cover window glass will not break when hitting by 
chips generated during machining. However, there are 
instance (due to improper operation) when this glass has been 
broken by a workpiece, soft jaws, or a fixture. In such cases, 
the customer will be charged for replacing the broken glass. 
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   !  WARNING 

1.3 Machine Potential Danger Explanation 
1.3.1 Machine Potential Danger Zone 
 During machine automatically cutting,  inside of the  
 machine is a very dangerous zone. It's because there is high  

rotating speed spindle. X and Z axis moving rapidly, tool 
magazine rotating to change tools, tailstock quill movement 
and the coolant continually spraying to working zone. These 
potential dangerous zone are all  protected by safety cover. 
The machine was designed that moving portions are inside of 
machine guarding to prevent operator form during operation.  
The cable “ ” put on the machine shows there is moving 
parts there.  So pay attention to that area during operation or 
maintenance the machine. 

 
 
 

. 
 

1. When the spindle is rotating or during automatic machine    you 
must not open any protective cover or door. 
2. When power is on, if entering into a danger zone is 

necessary to do setting or maintenance, endure needs to be 
very carefully. 

gnoring this instruction will cause serious injury or 
machine damage. 
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1.3.2 High Voltage Danger Zone 
  
 Except electric cabinet, those stickers with mark of   

 also with high-voltage power, please do not  
open it or get close to these zones. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Only qualified electric engineer is allowed to open electric  
cabinet and protective cover. 
Never allow unqualified people enter any high-voltage zone. 

 People who ignore danger sign   !   DANGER   may           
      result in death. 

   !  DANGER 
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1.4 Safety Device Location 
 
 There are many safety device on this machine in order to 
protect operators from injury or machine damage. However the 
operators need to check to make sure these devices function 
normally before operating the machine. 

  
 
 
 

Only qualified electric engineer is allowed to open electric  
cabinet and protective cover. 
Never allow unqualified people enter any high-voltage zone. 

 
 
 
 
   Before any operation, make sure all the safety devices are  
   under effective conditions. Contact with Leadwell agent in  
   case of abnormal condition. 

   !  DANGER 

   !  WARNING 
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.5 Caution Label On the Machine 
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2.1 Machine Introduction & Noise Level  
2.1.1 Machine Introduction  
 

LEADWELL T-6SMY/T-6MY CNC Lathe has been developed by 
Leadwell CNC machine company's many years efforts.  It can work on turning 
metal workpiece like cast iron, steel, aluminum, copper, stainless steel and alloy 
steel. As for other material application, endures should contact first with 
material supplier for relevant safety information for application. 

 
This CNC lathe was fully guarded in order to securely protect the enduser. 

But when technician of maintenance take apart the guarding in order to repair 
machine, technician must pay attention for safety at all time.  The machine has 
been protected by software and mechanical devices in order to protect the 
operator's safety and keep machine's normal  operation. 

 
The type of NC controller can be specified by customer. But we would 

recommend to equip with Fanuc, Mitsubishi or Siemens controllers. 
 
To distinguish different controllers, Leadwell edits different version of 

manual  for each controller because operation mode buttons are different on 
different controllers. Leadwell machines' operation modes include automatic 
and manual selections in order to meet CE safety operation standard. Please 
make sure to receive the correct manuals when machine is installed. 

 
Before operating this machine, read this manual and other relevant manuals 

regarding programming and parameter setting in order to make sure of correct 
cutting condition. 

 
Next, this machine can be retrofitted with options like chip conveyor, 

barfeeder, parts catcher, oil-mist collector, tool setter probe, automatic door, 
spindle air blast and gantry robot.  Furthermore the spindle drive can be 
changed from H.T.D. belt to V-belt drive in order to reduce the high speed 
spindle noise. For all these above options, the customer can consider to order 
with machine or order as retrofit for convenience.  
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2.1.2   Noise Level  
 The method to test the noise level is to measure the noise by a  distance 
of 1 meter from machine guarding and height 1.9 meters from ground. Please 
refer to following chart and layout. 

Airborne noise test report 

Date                     :  04/05/2007 
Machine type       :  T-6SMY/T-6MY 
Instrument           :  PULSAR 83P series 
1) Without cutting load : 
    Testing result            : 
                                                                                        *Environment noise: 69dBA 

Noise level testing record 
(rpm) 1000 2000 3500 4500 

A position 71 72 73 76 
B position 72 72 74 76 

                                                                                           unit: dBA 
2) With cutting load : 
    Cutting condition : 100  rating horsepower 
                                   f=0.3    t=4mm    D= 75mm    L=150mm 
    Material                : middle carbon steel 
    Testing result        :  
                                                                                      * Environment noise : 69dBA 

Noise level testing record 
(rpm) 800 

A position 83 
B position 84 

                                                                                            unit: dBA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Noise  : 83dBA at “A” ; 84dBA at “B” position. 
                             No vibration effect to the operator
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2.2  Machine Outline Dimension & Nomenclature  
2.2.1 Machine Outline Dimension 
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2.2.2  Nomenclature 
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2.3   Working Range 
2.3.1    Tool Capacity & Cutting Range  

(1)Tool Capacity 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

If the O.D.tool shank is 20mm (3/4”) and 125mm (5”) long , then the maximum 
turning diameter is 380mm (14.96”) . If there is adjacent boring bar holder , then 
the maximum turning diameter is 204mm (8”) . If the boring bar tool shank have 
adjacent boring bar holder , then the maximum turning diameter can achieve           
210mm (8.26”) . 
 

2.3    
 

2.3.1        : 
          (1)    

      ø20  (3/4”)  125  (5"),  
    ø380  (14,96”).    

 ,      ø204  (8”). 
         ,  

     ø210  (8,26”). 
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(2)Cutting Range 

Max. swing 450mm(17.7”) 
Max. turning diameter 380mm(14.96”) 
Shank specification 20mm(3/4”) 

 
 

Z2-axis travel

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 If the enduser wants to change type ot hydraulic chuck, end user 

should contact with Leadwell to make sure of safety. 
      ,  

    Leadwell,    
 . 

           (2)   
* . .  : 450  (17,7") 
* .  .             : 380  (14,96") 
*                : 20  (3/4") 

   Z1 

   Z2 
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2.3.2 Spindle Nose End  
 1)  Spindle Nose Ens. 
 The spindle nose specification comply to ISO 702/(5) 
 standard. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3.2     
  
         1)     ISO 702 (5).  
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2.4 Machine Specification 
2.4.1 Machine Hardware Specification 
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2.4.2 Machine Software Specification 
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2.4.3  Spindle Motor Torque Curve  
 The following chart shown the Torque/HorsePower curve  
 for spindle motor. 
 Specification is FANUC P12/6000i 
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  Note:Customer can specify the spindle motor 
   specification with same horsepower. 
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2.5 Tooling Diagram  
 
  Note: Please contact with Leadwell for request of tool  
    holders and sleeves. 
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3. Preparation for installation 
 Clean up the transportation route and the installation space 10 
days before machine installation and make sure that foundation base 
must be able to support the machine load, Besides consider 
environments affect, a sufficient installation space which meet the 
base, environment, power supplys requirement must take 
consideration to ensure both machine accuracy and life. 
 
3.1 Foundation Requirement 
 
 (1) When hook type foundation blot is required, please  
  contact with Leadwell for detailed information. 
 (2) The foundation base must be able to support load over 
  3.75 tons/m2. 
 (3) The below layout shows the area occupied by machine   
  and the location of foundation bolts and cable connection.   
  To ensure for safe maintenance in the future, the distance  

between the machine body to the surrounding device must 
be at least 500 mm.  Therefore the installation space needs 
minimum 4700 mm* 2600 mm * 2100 mm. 
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    .   ,    

 .         
   ,    : «  

 », «    »  «    
».  

3.1     .  

(1)       ,
   Leadwell    . 

   
(2)      3,75 / 2. 
   
(3)   ,    ,  

,       . 
      , 

        
   500 .       

 : 4700   2600   2100 . 
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  (4) Please keep pleasant working environment according to  
  advice as follows. 

1) Don't expose machine and NC 
under direct sun light. 

 2) keep machine surrounding 
temperature within 10 - 40 . 

 3) keep machine surrounding 
humidity under 75 %. 

 4) Make sure of solid foundation 
base, and avoid nearby press punch 
with high vibration. 

 

(4)      
 .  

1)       
   

. 

2)    
     100  ~ 

400 . 

3)   
    75%. 

4) ,    
     

 . 
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 5) Please notice the flatness of the 

ground will affect machine accuracy.

 6) Avoid air dust or dropped liquid 
to gather on machine. 

 

5) ,    
    

. 

6)      
  . 
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3.2 Power Source Requirement 
3.2.1 Power Specification  
 

Items Fanuc Control 
Total power requirement  40 KVA 
Frequency  50/60Hz  1% 
Input Voltage  220  
(1) spindle motor 
(2) Sus-spindle motor 
(3) electrical cabinet accessory
      1) hydraulic pump motor 
      2) coolant pump motor 
      3) lube pump motor 
      4) work lamp 
      5) chip conveyor (option) 
      6) X servo motor 
      7) Y servo motor 
      8) Z1 servo motor 
      9) Z2 servo motor 
      10) Turret servo motor 
      11) other      (option) 
(4) NC controller 

 7.5      kw 
 7.5      kw 
 0.75    kw 
 2.2      kw 
 0.75    kw 
 0.1      kw 
 0.2      kw 
 1.7      kw 
 1.6      kw 
 1.6      kw 
 1.6      kw 
 1.6      kw 
 3.0      kw 
 

Note:  
 (1) Please compare the factory voltage with machine's  
  specified voltage. 
 (2) The machine must be protected from electrical noise  
  source such as electric welders and an electrical 

dischargemachines. Electrical noise will cause the CNC to 
malfunction. 

 (3) A leak breaker for the power supply will be installed by  
  customer. The rated current is 30 mA for the breaker. 
 (4) Connect the power cable directly front the power supply  

of the shop. Inside the electrical cabinet of machine,   
there is one connecting point (marking PE) for protective 

  external connection. 
 Caution: Power requirement data 

 (1) Allowable voltage fluctuation: ACV, 10% 
 (2) Allowable voltage drop : within 15% of nominal  
  voltage for 0.5 seconds.

3.2         
    
3.2.1      .  

  FANUC

    
 

  

10)    

11)  ( ) 

(1)    
(2)  
(3)  

1)  .   
2)      
3)     
4)    
5)    

 ( )
6)    X  
7)    Z 
8)     Z1 
9)    Z2

(4)     
* :  
   
(1)     ,   .  
  

(2)          - 
,      .  

(3)    .   
  30 .  

  
(4)       . 

        (  
 PE)    .  

:    : 
(1)   : +10%  (   ). 
(2)   :   15%    
       0,5 .
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 (3) Allowable frequency fluctuation :  1Hz. 
 (4) Allowable voltage impulse :  
  Peak value: less than 200% of effective value (rms value)  
  of the line voltage. 
  Duration: less than 1.5 msec. 
 (5) Allowable waveform distortion of AC voltage: 
  less than 7 %. 
 (6) Allowable imbalance of line voltages: less than 5%. 
 
3.2.2 Oil Specification 
 

Oil Recommendation 
 

Brand MOBIL SHELL ESSO CASTROL 

Pneumatic 
Lubricant 
(option) 

DTE 
Light 

TURBO 
T32 

TERESSO,32 HYSPIN, 
VG32 
PERFECTO, 
T32 

Slideway  
lubricant 

VACTRA 
NO. 2 

TONNA 
T68 

FEBIS 
K68 

MAGNA 
BD68 

Hydraulic oil 
 

DTE 
24 

TELLUS 
37 

UNIVIS,N32 
NUTO,H32 

HYSPIN 
AWS32 

Cutting oil depends on cutting material 
 
Note: (1) Leadwell use M12 Pneumatic lubricant from China Petro  
     Company Ltd. 
 (2) The additive on cutting oil will affect human health or  
      machine, please contact with oil supplier. 
 
 
3.2.3 Air Supply 
 
(1) The air flow capacity depends on frequency of auto door  
      function and spindle air blast.  Leadwell recommend to use 
      3 Hp air compressor. 
(2) The air pressure setting for this machine is 6 kg/cm2

 

(3)   : +1 . 
(4)   :  
      :  200%      
     (  )  .  
     :  1,5 .  
(5)       :  
       7%.  
(6)    :  5%.  

3.2.2     .  

  

  
 

 ( )

 
  

  
 

  

    

:   
(1)       12  

 China Petro Company Ltd.  
  

(2)   -       
    ,     

   .  

3.2.3      
   

(1)         
     .  Leadwell 
     3 . .  

(2)  ,    ,  6 / 2.  
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4. Transportation 
4.1 Requirement of equipment 
 
 
 
  

 

(1) Only an authorized 
forklift driver can drive 
the lift. 

    (2) The forklift 
capacity should be 
larger than 6 tons. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: This machine has net weight 4600 kg, gross weight 5600  
              kg including wooden box. 

:      4600 ,    - 
5600 ,   .  

(2)  
  

   6 .

(1)   
  

  
.  

4.   
   
4.1      .  
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4.2 Marking on Wooden Case  
 The meaning of its mark is as following: 
 
 
 
   Easy broken goods 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Prevent from water 
 
 
 
 
 
   Hanging position 
 
 
 
 
 
   This side up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Center of gravity 

4.2       
   

 ,    :  

(1)      
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(2)      
   
   
   
     
    
       
(3)     
     ( )  
   
   
   
   
   
   
(4)    
   
   
   
   
   
     
   
   
   
   
(5)     
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4.3 Unpacking machine 
 

This machine is packed by rust protective bag or aluminum 
foil and either  packed both wooden case or  none wooden 
case. If unpacking wooden case is necessary, please follow 
steps as below. 
 
 
 (1) Unpack the canvas at top of the  
       case. 
 
 
 (2) Unpack the wood board on the  
       top and around of the case. 
 
 
 (3) Remove the packed rust  
       protective bag. 
 
 
 (4) Remove the machine's 
       accessories. 
 
 
 (5) Refer to the drawing on the left 
       to loosen and remove the 4 sets 
       screws and nuts. 

4.3      
 

    ,   ,   
 ,           

.       ,   
  .  

  

 

(1)  ,   
.  

   
  
(2)     

     .  
  
 
  
(3)  ,   

. 
  
  
 
(4)   .  
  
  
 
 
(5) .  ,    

 4    .  
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 4.4     Moving Machine after Unpacking 
 4.4.1  Confirming fixed Bracket on Machine  
 
(1) Make sure that X axis shipping fastening block, Y&Z axis 

fastening plate and tailstock fastening bolt (or tailstock shipping 
fastening) must be tight locked and both front door are all locked 
with door guard ring.
We attach tailstock fastening bracket for machine with  

       option programmable tailstock.(T-6MY) 
 

  Orange painting indicate machine shipping fastening bracket. 

 
 
 

 

X axis block. 

Z axis block. 

Y axis block. 

4.4        
   
4.4.1      . 

,       ,   
   Y  Z      (  

   )  ,  
           

 . 
     ,    

 -    . ( -6MY) 
  

      
. 

   

   Y

   Z
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Sub-spindle block.  
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4.4.2  Fork Lifting Machine 
 
(1) When machine is on wooden case bottom, the length of the  
       key in front of fork needs to use over 1300mm, and can  
       support over 6 tons. If necessary, counterweight can be  
       added to top of lift's back. 
 

Machine's total weight is 4.6 tons. 
 

 

       ,   
   1300 ,     
   6 .  

4.4.2      . 

    4,6 . 
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Forks too short or too far from center of gravity will result in 
machine instability or possibly fall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When driving forklift, the location  of gravity center must be 
considered. 
 

 

 

   !  WARNING 

   !  CAUTION 

        (
  ),        

 . 

       
 . 
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4.5 Relocating of Machine 
(1) X, Z axes home return. 

(2) Disassemble the rear cover of machine. 

(3) Fix X axis by fastening slide block. No.4100175000. 

(4) Fix Z axis by moving MPG till the saddle fixed bracket was 
      fastened No.4100177000. 

 This job must be carefully done with another person's assistance. 

(5) Fastening tailstock and make sure tighten the lower block of  
      the tailstock 

(6) Fixing front doors : locking both front door by using door guard  
      ring, then using wood rod with soft material to push left door  
      against the guarding. 

(7) Disconnect the coolant pump wires and remove the coolant  
      out from the machine. 

(8) Turn off operation panel power, and then turn off main power  
      to remove the power cables to close cabinet door. 

(9) Relocate the machine according to section 4.4 
 

    
1)      , Z. 
   
2)    . 
   
  
3)        . (  4100175000) 
   
4)   Z,  MPG   ,    

  . ( 4100177000). 
*      ,   . 
   
5)       ,     

 . 
   
  
6)   . 
     
7)           

. 
  
  

8)    ,      
,          

. 
 

9)       ,   
 4.4. 

4.5          . 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Installation 
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5.1      Machine Installation 
 (1) Clean up the space necessary for 

machine installation. 
(2) Make sure once again that  the 

space for machine installation is 
enough. The space required is 
necessary to fit as described in 
chapter 3.1. 

(3) According to the drawing's 
indication as chapter 3.1, put the 
machine on the foundation, and put 
the foundation block on the marked 
position. 

(4) According to the steps of chapter 
4.5, and follow the opposite 
sequence to disassemble the fix 
bracket. 

(5) Take away the humidity absorbing 
bags in the spindle zone and inside 
cabinet.  

(6) Use cleaning clothes and moisten 
with diesel oil to clean up two axis 
moving chip guard. 

(7) Fill in clean lubrication oil into oil 
tank till the oil is filled  to middle 
level line. 

(8) Fill new and clean hydraulic oil till 
its upper line. 

 
Note:1.Refer to the sticker of oil 

recommendation list on the 
machine and fill in the necessary oil. 

 2.If machine is installed with angle 
bolt, please contact Leadwell in 
advance for further foundation 
drawing. 

5.1    . 
   
   
(1)  ,   

 . 
   
(2)   ,    

   .  
   

 ,     3.1.  
  
(3)  ,    
3.1,      

     
. 

  
(4)     

 ,    
,     4.5,  

  . 
  
(5)      

    . 
  
(6)      

,    . 
  
(7)       

    ,   
     . 

  
(8)      

    .  

:  
1)    ,

  ,   
  ,    

 .  
2)      

  , , 
,    Leadwell , 

    
. 
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5.2     Power on Machine.  
5.2.1  Cable Connection.  
 

 
(1) Make sure the EMERGENCY 

STOP switch is in OFF position. 
 
(2) Connect cable to the main power 

terminal port in the cabinet and 
make sure to screw it tight.  

 
(3) Make sure once again the matching  

voltage and phase are the same with 
machine specification. 

 
(4) Please connect ground wire to PE 

terminal in terminal seat, ground 
resistance should be less than 100 

 Any question concerning 
grounding, please contact local 
Leadwell agent. 

 
(5) To prevent dust entering into 

cabinet, please use water proof plug  
or seal with silicon glue. 

 
(6) Please install device to detect 

electrical leakage.  
 
(7) Output cable connect specification: 

14mm2 

5.2    . 
   
5.2.1    .  

1) ,     
   OFF ( .). 

   
2)      

    . 
   
3)   ,   

    ,  
   . 

  
4)      . 

     
100 .      

  ,  
    Leadwell. 
  
5)      

  ,   
     

. 
  
6)     

.  
  
7)     

: 14 2. 
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5.2.2   Inspection before Power On. 
 

(1)   Make sure that the machine's power source is correct. 
(2)   Make sure power cable diameter is 14m , and correctly 

connected phases. 
(3)   Make sure that outside grounding is installed. 
(4)   Make sure that the power supply side is fitted breaker 

with     sensitivity specification 30mA. 
(5)   Make sure the cabinet is well closed. 
(6)   Make sure all the foundation bolts are securely tightened. 
(7)   Make sure that fix brackets are removed. 
(8)   Make sure the chuck is tightly mounted, and there is 

nothing loose. 
(9)   Make sure that lubrication oil is full in lubrication oil tube. 
(10) Make sure that hydraulic oil tank is already filled with 

suitable quantity of oil. 
(11) Make sure there is nothing loose on turret , and there is 

not sliding dropped  problem. 
(12) Make sure that the limit switch which control axis travel 

and dog are not loosen. 
(13) Make sure that the spindle drive belt is assembled with 

suitable tension. 
(14) Check if oil pipe or coolant pipe have any breakage or 

looseness. 
(15) Make sure that the protecting guard and safety door are 

well closed. 
(16) Make sure that there is no irrelevant objects nearby. 
(17) Make sure the EMERGENCY STOP switch button is at 
 OFF condition. 
(18) Make sure all pressure indicator is at "0" position. 

5.2.2       :  

(1) ,      
  . 

(2) ,      14 2,   
 . 

(3) ,    . 
(4) ,        

 30 ,   . 
(5) ,    . 
(6) ,      . 
(7) ,     . 
(8) ,         

. 
(9) ,     . 
(10) ,         

. 
(11) ,        

     . 
(12)     , 

   ,  . 
(13)     . 
(14) ,       

    . 
(15) ,       . 
(16) ,      . 
(17) ,       OFF 
( .). 
(18) ,       . 
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5.2.3  Inspection after Power On. 
 

 Before executing this item, please read Chapter 6 to understand 
all buttons' function and operation procedures. 

 
 (1) Turn the main power switch to 

"ON" position. 
 
(2) Make sure the correct  hydraulic oil 

pump rotation. The cw rotation will 
have make oil pressure indicator 
work. If for wrong rotation, please 
stop the machine according to 
instruction in chapter 5.2.1, and 
reverse L1 and L3 power cable 
phase. 

 
(3) Turn on the operation panel box 

power (on right and up side of 
operation box). 

 
(4) Turn the EMERGENCY STOP 

switch to right side to release STOP 
situation. 

 
(5) Make sure that NC power ON/OFF 

button functions normally. 
 
(6) Make sure that all buttons of 

manual operation unit function 
normally according to instruction in 
Chapter 6. 

 
(7) Make sure the output cable is 

normal. 

5.2.3        : 

     ,    , 
      ,   

      .  

(1)      
 “ON” ( .). 

   
(2) ,    

  .   
      

  .   
 ,    

  ,   
 5.2.1     L1  L3. 

  
(3)     
(    ). 
  
(4)    

 ,     
.  

  
(5)   ,   ON/OFF ( /

)    
.  

  
(6) ,      

    
  ,   

 6.  
  
(7) ,     .  
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(8) Machine and the space around the 

machine cannot have oil. 
 
(9) Check if all of the rotating 

components function normally. 
 
 
(10)Check if hydraulic main pressure 

was indicated at 50 kgf/c

(11)Check if chuck pressure is normal 
value kgf/c , and 25kgf / c

 
(12)Check if pneumatic pressure is 

sufficient. (Standard pressure is  
 5 6kgf/c

 
(13)Please refer to OPERATION 

MANUAL Chapter 4.4 operation 
indication. Use manual mode to 
operate MPG and move two axis 
slideways to make sure the 
lubrication oil is well dispatched. 

 
(14)Check if the wiper on chip guard is 

complete and without chip left. 
 
(15)Make sure that there is no ALARM 

message. 
 
 
 
 
 

(8)         
 . 

   
(9) ,     

 . 
   
   
(10) ,    

   50 / 2. 
   
   
   
   
(11) ,    

: >10 / 2,  >25 / 2. 
  

  
(12) ,    

  . (   
 5~6 / 2.)  

  
(13) .     4.4.  

    
     ,  

   . 
   
(14) ,  ,     

,      . 
 
 
(15)     

. 
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5.3  Leveling Adjustment  
 
 

(1) Take the level adjustment plate and  
then put level gauge on. 

 
(2) Example: 
       A point: Both X axis and Z axis  
                        are on original point. 
       B point: X= 0.000 
                        Z= -250.000 
       C point: X= 0.000 
                        Z= -500.000 
 
(3) Please refer to OPERATION 

MANUAL chapter 4.4 manual 
operation instruction, move Z axis 
direction, from A point via B to C 
point, move forward and backward 
to check level gauge's readout 
variation amount, then adjust the 
foundation bolts accordingly. 

 
(4) It's most important to level on Z 

axis direction accurately by 
adjusting the foundation bolts till 
the allowed readout. 

 
(5) Further, reverse the level gauge 

direction to check if level is 
concave, convex or inclined which 
should not be allowed because 
accurate  foundation level will do 
much good for a machine. 

 
(6) After right and left level adjustment 

is done, check front and back level, 
adjust  till all level is complied to 
allowed accuracy. 

 

5.3     .  

1)      
. 

   
2) :  
(1)  :     Z   . 
(2)  : =0,000 
                      Z=-250,000 
(3)  : =0,000 
                      Z=-500,000 
   
3) .   ,  4.4. 

    Z    
     ,  -
,       

  .  
   

. 
  
4)        
Z,   ,  

     
. 

  
5)    ,  

,     , 
  ,   , 

        
 . 

  
6)       

   ,   
  .   

   ,     
     

 . 
  
7)       

        
 . 
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(7) After adjustment, push the water 
tank back to the machine bottom,  

     and add coolant into the tank till the 
water up to middle level line. 

  If the machine is with chip 
conveyor, it is also necessary to 
mount it. 

 
 Caution: 1.After level adjustment, it must be sure that all of 

foundation screws and its locknuts are tight. (Only that 
can make machine's weight endured evenly and totally 
by foundation screw. Thus, machine can be more 
steady. ) 

                   2.Level precision should be 0.02mm/M (0.00025in/ft). 

*      
 ,     

.   

:  
   
1)       ,       

   . (    ,      
      .      
).  

   
2)      : 0,02 /  (0,00025 / ). 
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5.4    Test-Cutting 
5.4.1 Checklist before test-cutting. 
 
 

(1) Make sure that the tool holder is 
well locked. 

 
 
 
 
 
(2) If the tool is well locked on  the 

tool holder. 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) If the cutting tool is also tight 

locked. 
 
 
 
 
 
(4) If the jaws on the chuck fixed 

steady. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(5) The coolant in the coolant tank 

needs to be enough. 

5.4     . 
   
5.4.1       . 

(1) ,  
  .  

   
   
   
(2) ,    

  . 
   
  
  
  
  
(3) ,      

.  
  
  
  
(4) ,    

  .      
 
 
 
 
(5) ,       

  . 
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5.4.2  Warming up machine 
         To make sure the precision of cutting and workpiece, warming 
up machine sufficiently is definitely necessary.  The following is a 
program example we suggest to run to warm up machine at least 25 
minutes. 
 
                          Machine warm up program example : 
 

5.4.2      
  

      ,    
 .    ,   

        25 .  

   :  
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5.4.3  Test-Cutting 
 
 

(1) We suggest to take a  workpiece of 
50mm  00mm long medium 

carbon steel (S45C) for test-cutting . 
 
 
 
(2) Select a R0.4 outer diameter tool. 
 
 
 
 
(3) Workpiece clamping portion must 

be longer than 40mm, then tailstock 
is not necessary. 

 
 
 
(4) Adjust chuck pressure to between 

15 20kgf/c  
 
 
 
 
(5) Cutting condition: 
      Cutting speed:V=200 M/Min 
      Cutting depth: 0.1 0.2mm/on one 
     side. 
      Speed: 0.1- 0.15mm/rev 
 
 
(6) The cylindericity of measured 

workpiece should be within 5 m 
as  standard. If the standard is not 
met, then machine level need to be 
readjusted.  

5.4.3    .

(1)      
   ø50    

100 ,    
 (S45C).  

  
(2)     

 R0,4. 
  
  
(3)      

 40 .      
  . 

 
 
(4)     
   15~20 / 2.  
 
 
(5)  : 

 : V=200 /
 : 0,1 ~0,2 /   
: 0,1-0,15 / .  

 
 
 
 
 
 
(6)    

    5   - .  
    ,  

    
. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Operation 
 

Chapter 6 
     Operation Instruction (Please refer to Operation Manual) 

                                                   6 
   - .   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maintenance &
Cleaning 
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7 Maintenance  Cleaning 
7.1 Daily Maintenance Procedures 
 
(1) Follow the sticker "Lathe Daily Maintenance Checklist" on the 

machine to do maintenance and inspection everyday. 

 Chuck: Every day before operating  machine, use grease  gun to 
fill in at least 5 gram grease so that the chuck can work 
smoothly. 

7.      
   
7.1       

      
,    «    
   »,   . 

:       ,  
   ,    5 

 . 

  
1. ,  ,    
         8    
     . 
2.       
         .  
3.         
     ,    .    
         ,  
          
     .  
4.        
       , 
        . 
5.    . 
6.   . ,     
    . 
   

  

1.       ( ). 
 ,  

  1000 
1.      ( ) 
    (  .  ISO VG-68) 
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(2) The daily maintenance can be executed by referring formats as      
per following chart. 

 
Daily Inspection List 

Item Check list                                                    \Date 1 2 3 4 
*1 If the pressure setting is suitable     
*2  If the air filter regulator works normally     
  3 If the machine part make noise     
  4  If operation switch and indicator light are normal     
  5  If there is oil leakage     
  6 If the hydraulic oil is consumed normally     
  7  If the lubrication oil tank level is normal       
   8  If the coolant tank level is normal     
  9  If the chuck is greased     
10  If the chuck proximity switches are clean without 

any chip 
    

11 Clean the dust on air filter     
12 Clean the chips on chuck cylinder drain outlet     
13  Clean the chips on machine base     
 Inspector's signature     
 Supervisor     

 
Note:1.Mark " 1" indicate pressure gauge setting according to  
            nameplate. 
         2.Mark " 2" indicate the checking on filter regulator; 
             If the oil level of oil cup is within the indicated range. 
             If the water is drained. 
             If there is oil leakage. 

Coolant tank. 
Chip conveyor.
Chip bucket.

chips on chuck 
cylinder 

(2)       
  .

  . 
  

 . 
  .

   

.                                                     / 

   .

    . 

       

       

   

     . 

       

      

  

      

    

   .     

    

 

: 1.  "* 1" :       , 
    . 

2.  "*2"    . 

     .  
  . 

   . 
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(3) Lubrication oil tank: Please keep 
the oil in the lubrication oil tank 
above the middle level line, and 
check if there is  dirt at the bottom 
of the tank. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(4) Coolant tank: When coolant  level 

is lower than the middle line of the 
level gauge,  refill coolant water. 

  :     
 ,   .

    :
,   

      
,   ,    

  .
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7.1.1  Daily Inspection after Operation 
 
 

(1) Chips must be clean after daily 
work. 

 
 
 
          a. Inside the machine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          b. Chip conveyor(option) 
 
 
          c. Chip bucket (option) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          d. Chuck cylinder. 

7.1.1  ,      
 . 

   
   
   
   
   
(1)     . 
  
  
  
  
  
a.  . 
  
  
  
  
  
b.      ( ). 
 
 
 
 
c.     ( ). 
 
 
 
 
 
d.   . 
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  Notice the following items when cleaning: 
 

(1) The poster stand must be put on the 
top of operation panel box when 
cleaning chips on the rear of 
machine or near the spindle. This 
will prevent other person operating 
machine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) Spraying air by air gun toward 

chuck flange is prohibited to avoid 
the chips entering into spindle and 
damage the bearings. 

 
 
 
 
 
(3) Notify technical staff when 

replacing lubrication or hydraulic 
oil.  

 

      :

       
       

,     
 ,   

  .   
   . 

  

    (  
)    

 ,   
      
. 

  
      

 . 

     
    

 . 
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7.2   Monthly Maintenance Procedures  
 
       To realize monthly maintenance, to make a check list as 
       following and check one by one. 
 
 

 
 
 

Monthly Maintenance record card 
item    items to check                                         \Month 1 2 3 4
   1  Clean up the electric cabinet air filter net      
   2  Clean up the pump and motor filter net     
   3  Clean up the hydraulic oil tank filter net     
   4*  Clean up the air filter regulator receiver     
   5  The tightens of chip conveyor chain(#1/2 74)     
   6  Clean up the chips at the bottom of coolant tank     
   7      Grease filling : A. Tailstock     
   8                           B. Chip cover  

            (portions that are often occuring friction) 
    

   9                           C. Chip conveyor chain wheel     
 Inspector signature:     
 Supervisor signature:     

chips on chuck 
cylinder 

Coolant tank. 
Chip conveyor.
Chip bucket.

Hydraulic tank. 
Lube tank. 

7.2     .  
   

      
 ,   ,     .   

  

  . 
  

 . 
  .

  
. 

  .

    . 

                                                  / .

 

    .   

       

  .    

     ( )  

      (#1/2 74) 

        

 . : .   

                     .   
(     ) 

. . . .  . . ( .) 
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7.3    Periodic Maintenance Procedures 
7.3.1 Check list 
 
        Maintenance description Period Method Note 
Vibration & Noise of Ball screw 1000 hrs To feel S 
Noise of Spindle Motor and 
transmission unit 

1000 hrs To feel   S 

Hydraulic  Oil 1500 hrs Replace  
Hydraulic Oil Tank Cleaning 3000 hrs To clean  
Chuck Cleaning 1000 hrs To clean  
Lubrication Oil Tank 1000 hrs To clean  
Lubrication Oil Filter 2000 hrs  Replace   
Lubrication Oil Tube 1000 hrs  To lock    
Hydraulic Oil Tube 1000 hrs To lock  
Heat Exchanger Filter Net     50 hrs  To clean  
Machine Level 1000 hrs  Measure   S  
Chip Conveyor Gear Reducer Grease 1000 hrs  Grease Option
Coolant Tank Cleaning 1000 hrs To clean  
Air Filter Regulator    500 hrs To clean Option
 

 Note:1. Period counting is based on time period from machine 
power on to machine power off. 

                  2. "S" indicates the enduser need to contact with agent 
while executing this maintenance item. 

7.3     . 
   

7.3.1     . 
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7.3.2    Cleaning Lubricator Tank 
 
 
 
 

(1) Turn the power off first. (Rotating  
     “0” position) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) Open the top cover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) Clean the tank with  diesel oil. 
 

1)   . (  
  "0")  

        
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
2)   . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3)    . 
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(4) Take off the filter net on the outlet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(5) Clean it up in diesel oil tank. 
 
 
 

(6) Dry it up with air gun. 
 
 

 Take care with use of compressed 
air use only in well ventilated area 
taking care to avoid eyes and 
respiratory system. 

 
 
 
 
 
(7) Take off the filter net on the inlet. 

 CAUTION 

(4)      . 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(5)       . 
  
  
  
  
(6)     . 

   
( ) 

    
 .     
  .  

   . 

(7)      .
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(8) Clean it up in diesel oil tank. 
 
 
 
 
(9) Dry it up with air gun. 

       (as 7-9) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(10) Mount the filter net back to the 

original position. 

(8)       
. 

  
  
  
  
  
(9)     

 (  7-9).  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
(10)    . 
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(11) Fasten the tank top cover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(12) Fill the clean lubrication oil into the 

oil tank till above middle line. 
 
 
 
 
 
(13) Manually pump the oil out 2 or 3 

times and release till the top, let it 
goes down automatically and do not 
push it  to prevent high pressure in 
the tank. 

(11)    . 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(12)    .  

     .  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(13)    2  3 ,  

 ,   ,  
      

  . 
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(14) Turn the power on. (Rotating  
       “ ” position) 
 
 
 
 
(15) Check if the lubrication oil flow 

over on the slideways. 
    Normally do this maintenance once 

every 1000 hours. 

(14)   (   
 "-"). 

  
  
  
  
   
(15) ,     

.  
     1000 

.  
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7.3.3   Cleaning Hydraulic Tank 
 
 
 

(1) Turn off the power.(Rotating  
       “0” position) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) Screw off the plug on the bottom of 

oil tank to drain out oil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) Open the top cover on the oil tank. 
 
 
(4) Clean the tank inside and filter. 
 
 
(5) Mount back the cover on the oil 

tank and add clean new hydraulic 
oil till the upper limit. 

  Normally maintain it once every 
3000 hours. 

 

1)   . 
(     "0").  
   
    
   
   
  
  
  
  
2)     ,  

 . 
 
 
 
   
 
   
  
  
3)      . 
   
  
4)       

. 
   
 
5)       

      
   . 

7.3.3      . 

     
 3000 . 
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7.3.4   Cleaning Coolant Tank 
 
 
 

(1) Drain out all the coolant in the 
tank and clean up the mud and 
chips. 

 
 
 
 
 
(2) Add the coolant into the clean 

coolant tank till its middle line. 

  Normally maintain it once every 
1000 hours. 

     
   

 1000 . 

    
    

. 

    
      

  . 

7.3.4      . 
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7.3.5  Cleaning Air Filter Regulator 
 
 
 
 
 

(1) Screw open the oil cup of  air filter 
regulator and add some suitable 
amount of oil to have effective 
lubrication.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) The air filter cup will keep the 

condensed water which should be 
drained out by loosening the bottom 
knob. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) After operating machines for every 

two weeks, take  apart and clean the 
air filter cup. 

 

7.3.5        

     
    

   , 
   . 

     
 ,  

 ,   
. 

     
 ,    

  .  
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Setting and Adjustment 

Maintenance Description Period Method Note 
Ball screw pitch error 1000 hrs compensation  
Backlash 1000 hrs compensation  
Belt tension adjustment half year adjustment  
Chuck offset with cylinder 1000 hrs measure  

 Note: 1. The time of counting period is the time from turn on the 
machine to turn off the machine. 

               2. When doing the above adjustment, contact your agent  
to ask for an authorized and qualified technician to do 
this adjustment. 

Level Adjustment
 

On following conditions, the machine level need to be readjusted. 
 
1. Chatter during cutting. 
2. Machine collision due to wrong operation. 
3. Every 1000 hour of machine operation. 
4. The method of level adjustment, please refer to Chapter 5.3. 

  

    

   

     

    - 
 

1000    

    

  

  1000  

1000  

8.        

:  
1.    -    

    .  
2.        

      
      

.  

8.1      

       .  
    
1)    .  
   
2)       .  
   
3)  1000   .  
   
4)   , .  5.3.  
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8.2  Hydraulic Pressure Setting & Adjustment. 
 
 
 
      
 

8.2          

, .  DAIKIN .
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8.3   Lubricator Setting & Adjustment 
 

(1) Turn the botton from the range 
 0~60 mins. 
 
 
 
(2) Original setting of lube is 

6c.c/15mins. 
 
 
 
(3) Customer can adjust the oil output 

as per different machining 
condition. 

8.3          ( ) 

   
   
(1)    

 0~60 . 
   
   
(2)   : 6 3/
   
   
(3)     

      
. 
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8.4      Adjust the center line of spindle 
 
 
 
(1) Clamp a workpcs for test cut. 
 
 
 
 
(2) Measure the cutter diameter. 
 
 
 
 
(3) Measure the roundout of the  
     workpcs from machine directly. 
 
 
 
 
(4) Power off. 

 

8.4       

(1)     . 
   
   
   
   
   
   
(2)   . 
   
   
   
   
   
(3)    . 
   
   
   
   
   
(4)  . 
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(5) Select a suitable position for 
     fixing the dial-gauge,set the  
     pointer to touch the outer  
     postion and then reset the  
     pointer to zero postion. 
 
 
 
(6) Loosen the eight screw from  
     the spindle head. 
 
 
 
(7) Maybe the needle is moved, 
     but this is normal, do’t touch 
     the gauge 
 
 
 
(8) Use the adjusting plate and 2 
     M10 screw to adjust the spindle 
     centerline,adjustment and data 
     can be obtained by the error of 
     workpcs. 
 
 
 
(9) Tighten screw, also chuck the 
     needle if moves.

(5)     
    

 .   ,  
      

    . 
   
    
   
   
   
(6)     

. 
   
   
   
   
(7)   ,  , 

   . 
  
  
  
  
  
(8)    

 2  10,   
  .  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(9)  ,    

  .
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(10) Power on 
 
 
 
 
(11) Test cut and measure the  
     accuracy again repeat the step 
     4 to 11, until the with in  
     tolerance. 

(10)  . 
   
    
   
   
   
(11)      

.    4  11   
,       

. 
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8.5 Adjust the center line of sub-spindle 
8.5.1 Adjust the parallelism of sub-spindle and Z axis 

 
 
(1) Clamp a workpcs for the cut. 
 
 
 
 
(2) Measure the outer diameter. 
 
 
 
 
(3) Measure the round out of the 
     workpcs from machine directly. 
 
 
 
 
(4) Power off. 

8.5       
8.5.1      Z 

(1)     . 
   
   
   
   
   
   
(2)   . 
   
   
   
   
   
(3)    . 
   
   
   
   
   
(4)  . 
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(5) Select a suitable position for  
     fixing the dial-gauge, set the  
     pointer to touch the outer 
     position and then reset the 
     pointer to zero postion. 
 
 
 
(6) Loose the 3 set screw from the  
     sub-spindle slide. 
 
 
 
(7) Maybe the needle is move, but 
     this is normal, don’t touch the 
     gauge. 
 
 
 
(8) Use the 3 set screw on the slide 
     to adjust the sub-spindle center- 
     line, adjustment and data can be 
     obtained by the error of  
     workpcs. 
 
 
 
(9) Tighten screw, also check the  
     needle if moves. 

(5)     
    

 .   ,  
      

    . 
  
   
  
  
  
(6)      

. 
  
  
  
  
(7)   ,  , 

   . 
  
  
  
  
  
(8)  3    

,    
 .  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
(9)  ,    

  .
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(10) Power on 
 
 
 
(11) Test cut and measure the  
       accuracy again, repeat the step 
       from 4 to 11, until the with in 
       tolerance. 

(10)  . 
   
    
   
   
   
(11)      

.    4  11   
,       

. 
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8.5.2 Adjust the concentric of sub-spindle and spindle 
 
 
 
 
(1) Put a test bar in sub-spindle. 
 
 
 
 
(2) Put a dial-gauge on main- 
     spindle. 
 
 
 
 
(3) Move the sub-spindle, let the 
     pointer touch the test bar (out 
     side). 
 
 
 
 
(4) Loose 4 set screws from the 
     head stock of sub-spindle. 

8.5.2     

(1)     
. 

   
   
   
   
(2)     

    . 
   
   
   
   
   
   
(3)  ,  

   . 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(4)  4   

  . 
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(5) Use M12 hex set screw to  
     adjust the center line of  head 
     stock of sub-spindle. 
     All adjustment can be get by 
     the minus rotating of spindle 
     and dia-gauge accordingly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(6) Tighten ten screw again. 

(5)     
  12  

    
 . 

    
    
     

  . 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(6)   . 
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8.6 Adjust the parallelism of turret 
 
 
 
 
(1) Remove the turret cover. 
 
 
 
 
(2) Loose 8 set M10 screws on the 
     turret base. 
 
 
 
 
(3) Take out the turret adjusting  
     plate, and put it under the turret. 
 
 
 
 
(4) Use a dial-gauge and let the 
     pointer touch turret surface. 
 
 
 
 
(5) Use 2 set M10 on the adjusting 
     plate to change the turret 
     direction. 

8.6    

(1)    . 
  
  
  
  
(2)  8   10  

  . 
  
  
  
  
  
  
(3)    

      
 . 

  
  
  
  
    
(4)     

 .    
  . 

 
  
  
  
  
(5)  2   10 

  ,   
  . 
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(6) Tighten screw again, make sure 
     the accuracy by dial-gauge,  
     then remvoe the adjusting plate. 
 
 
 
 
(7) Take out the O.D. tool holder 
     and fix on the turret disc. 
 
 
 
 
(8) Use dial-gauge and let pointer 
     touch the lower flat surface of  
     tool holder, and moves X axis 
     for measuring the X axis 
     parallelism. (please ask out  
     agent for help, Don’t do it  
     yourself). 

 

(6)  ,   
    , 

   . 
  
  
  
  
  
  
(7)      

     
   . 

  
  
    
  
(8)     

 ,    
   

 ,   
 ,     . 

(   ,   
  ). 
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9 Maintenance Troubleshooting 
9-1 Alarm Troubleshooting 
 

Alarm message 
 

 Cause 
 

Remedies 
 

1000 Tool No. >Preset 
( A0.0 ) 

Tool number 
Command input  
is more than  
preset. 

1) Modify tool number which you input 
    in program is wrong. 
 

1003 Tool mis-index 
( A0.3 ) 

Tool  number 
parity check 
error when tool 
change. 

1) Modify the DGN. No.622 and No.748
    coincide with preset value of tool  
    number. 
2) Check each phase of power supply  
    error or not. 
3) Check voltage of EXE +26V terminal 
    error or not. 
4) Check the encoder of turret that is  
    good. 
5) If the circuit have trouble, please  
    contact with repairer. 

1004 Turret motor over 
heat 
( A0.4 ) 

Turret index 
motor overheat 

1) Modify the DGN. No.1000 bit 2 to 0. 
2) Check turret terminal-MT(1),  
    connector-C71-A3 that are ok or  
    bracker down. 
3) If the circuit have trouble, please  
    contact with repairer. 

1005  Door not close 
( A0.5 ) 

The splash guard 
door is opened 
on AUTO or MDI 
mode 

1) Please close guard while in auto or mdi
    modle. 
2) Go X & Z axes in home position. 

1006 SP#1 Chuck unclamp 
( A0.6 ) 

The chuck is in 
unclamp condition 
 

1) Make chuck clamp by foot switch and
    led on. 

1007 Chuck end stroke 
( A0.7 ) 

The chuck 
cylinder has not 
reached its stroke  
end. 

1) This is a option function. 
2) If the machine equip with this function
    , please check the chuck clamping  
    force or the sensor position. 

9  .    
9-1    

        

  
, 

 
   

1)   , 
    . 

   

  
  

  
 

.  

1)    622  
748,     

 . 
2)     

. 
3)    EXE 
+26 . 
4)    

. 
5)     , 

,    
.   

  

 
 

 
 

1)    1000 
 2  0. 

2)    
- (1),  - 71- 3. 

4)     , 
,    

.   

  
 

   
AUTO  MDI 

1)   AUTO  MDI  
  ,  . 

2)      Z  
 .   

   1)    
 . 

  
    

 
   

1)   . 
2)     

, ,  
     
. 
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1008 X-axis not home 
( A1.0 ) 

The X axis is not 
home before Z axis 
homing in 
manual mode. 

 Go X axis home by manual mode. 

1009 X and Z axes not  
        home 
( A1.1 ) 

The X and Z axes 
are not home. 

1) Go X and Z axes home after NC power 
    on in manual mode. 

1010 Ster unfinish 
( A1.2 ) 

The tool setter arm 
is in error position 
or operation error. 

1) If the tool setter arm is in “up position”, 
    please turn the tool setter toggle switch 
    which locared in control panel in “off” 
    position. 
2) If the tool setter arm is in “down”  
    position, please turn the tool setter toggle
    switch in “on” position. 

1011 Turret not 
orientation 
( A1.3 ) 

The turret disk 
was not clamped 
when tool change. 

1) Check voltage og EXT +26V terminal 
    error or not. 
2) Check turret positing sensor that is good.
3) Check the signal cable MT-10 and C71-
    B3 that are ok or breaken down. 
4) If the circuit have trouble, please contact
    with repairer. 

1013 Setter on switch not 
return 
( A1.5 ) 

The sette Down/up 
switch is in opposite 
position to tool setter 
down/up 
command executed 
in AUTO mode. 

1) Please confirm the arm position in you 
    need then turn the tool setter down/up 
    switch which located on control panel 
    correspond to the arm position. 

1014 Please CW turret 
by manual mode 
( A1.6 ) 

For remedy after 
1011 alarm, follow 
this alarm to C.W. 
index the turret. 

1) Check what number setted in the DGN. 
    No. 622.and turn the turret select switch 
    two more than the number of the DGN. 
    than the number of the DGN.No.622. 
     Thenoperate tool change by manual 
     mode. 
 
 

   
    -
    Z  

   
 

      
   . 

   Z   
 

    , 
     Z  

    . 

  
 

   
 

  
     

1)     
    , 

    
 ,   

 ,   . 
2)     

    , 
    
 ,   

 ,   . 

  
  

  
 

.  

1)    EXT 
+26
2)    

 
3)     

-10  71- 3 
4)     , 

   . 

 /
 .   

 
  
 /  

  
, 
  -

 . 

1)   ,  
  /  

  , 
   ,  

 . 

  
  

 1011, 
  

 
,  

 
 

  
 . . 

1) ,     DGN 
 622    

      
 DGN 622.   

    . 
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1015 Please CCW turret 
by manual mode 
( A1.7 ) 

For remedy after 
1011 alarm, follow 
this alarm to CCW 
index the turret. 

1) Check what number setted in the DGN.
    No.622 and turn the turret select switch 
    two less than the number of the DGN. 
    No. 622. The operate tool change by 
    manual mode. 

1016 Spindle #1 
amplifier detect error 
( A2.0 ) 

The amplifier of 
the spindle is 
invalid. 

1) Check the signal cable JY2 that is ok or
    breaken down. 
2) Look at the amplifier of the spindle 
    whether display alarm and contact with 
    repairer. 

1017   Hydraulic fail 
( A2.1 ) 

The hydraulic 
pressure is tool low.

1) Check hydraulic oil and fill hydraulic 
    tank with oil. 
2) Check the signal cable C71-A9 that is  
    or breaken down. 
3) Check the hydraulic sensor that is ok or
    invalid. 
4) Please contact with repairer. 

1018  Barfeed alarm 
( A2.2 ) 

The barfeed is  
invalid. 

1) This is an option function  
2) Check the signal cable C76-A8 that is 
    or breaken down. 
3) If the circuit have trouble, please  
    contact with repairer. 

1019  End of bar 
( A2.3 ) 

When code M25    
in AUTO mode 
without bar. 

1) This is option function. 
2) Put bar in bar feeder. 

1022  M-Axis alarm 
( A2.6 ) 

The amplifier of the 
M-axis is invalid. 

1) Check the signal cable JY2 that is ok or
    breaken down. 
2) Look at the amplifier of the spindle 
    whether display alarm ard contact with 
    repairer. 

1023  C Axis ready ? 
( A2.7 ) 

on C-axus model ? 1) Execute M90 or M91 on MDI mode. 

1025  ATC hard fault 
( A3.1 ) 

The turrer is invalid 1) Push down “reset”. 
2) Please contact with repairer. 

1) ,     DGN 
 622    

      
 DGN 622.   

    . 
  

  
 . . 

1011,   
. , 

  -
 -

   . . 

 
  
. 

   

1)     
JY2,   . 
2)    , 

   ,   
 . 

  
 

  
. 

1)    
,   . 

2)     
71- 9,   . 

3)    
. 

4)    . 
   

  
  

. 

1)   . 
2)     

76- 8. 
3)     . 

   . 
   

  25  
 

  . 

1)   . 
2)     

 . 

   
 . 

1)     
JY2. 
2)    , 

   ,   
 . 

   
    

? 

 -
  . 

1)  90  91   
MDI. 

1)  RESET ( ) 
2)    . 
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1026  Orientation angel 
>360 
( A3.2 ) 

Orientation angel 
command > 360  

1) Change command. 

1027  C1 or C2 ready 
( A3.3 ) 

C1 or C2 axis is ready  1) This is option function. 
2) First release C 1(C2) than into C2  
    (C1). 

1028  Barfeed warn 
( A3.4 ) 

Barfeed error 1) This is option function. 

2001  Coolant alarm 
( A4.1 ) 

Coolant oil not enough 1) Add coolant oil. 
2) Check the signal cable C71-B8 that is
    ok or breaken down. 

2002  Lube. alarm 
( A4.2 ) 

Lube oil not enough 1) Add lube oil. 
2) Check the signal cable C71-A8 that is
    ok or breaken down. 

2003  Check parameter 
          No.4811 
( A4.3 ) 

Synchronal invalid 1) Check parameter No.4811 error or  
    not. 
2) please contacat with repairer. 

2004  Air alarm 
( A4.4 ) 

Air pressure not enough 1) Check air pressure enough or not. 
2) Check air pressure adjust is right or 
    not. 
3) Check the signal cable C71-A7 that is
    ok or breaken down. 

2100 SP#1,#2 synchron  
         redy? 
( A4.1 ) 

M150 synchron, C1 or 
C2 ready 

1) Execute M91 or M191 C-axis not  
    ready. 

  
 >3600 

 1  2 

  
    

     

  
    

1)  . 

1)   . 
2)   1 ( 2),  

 2 ( 1). 

1)   . 

1)  . 
2)     

71- 8. 

1)   . 
2)     

71- 8. 

1)   4811,   
. 

2)    . 

  
. 

1) ,    
. 

2) ,    
  . 

3)     71-
7. 

   

  
 . 

150 ., 1 
 2 

   

1)  91  191    
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9.2 Tool Setter : 
 
                Please see RENISHAW manual 

9.2   :

, . RENISHAW .   
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9.3     Maintenance of the Safety Switch on the Chip Guard (CE type only) 
 
9.3.1   Assemble the safety switch on the chip guard and close the left 
           door of chip guard. 
 
9.3.2   Adjust the safety switch to touch well with actuator. 
 
9.3.3   Check the diagnosis No.2 bit 3  to display 1, when the left guard 
door close. 
 
9.3.4   Check the diagnosis NO. 2 bit 3 have to display 0 when the left 
guard door open. 
 
 

 
 

9.3      
 (   ) 

  
9.3.1        

    . 
   
9.3.2     ,     

   . 
  

9.3.3 ,    2  3  1,    
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9.4     Adjustment of Tension the Spindle Drive Belt 
          Note : Model of the belt : V type RB-1715PL-10-1R  
Tension adjustment is made in the following manner. 
 
9.4.1   Loosen the four cap screws (M12) which fix the motor adjustable  
           plate. 
 
9.4.2   To tighten the belt tension, adjust the plate of main motor  
          downward by two set screws (M10) on the bottom of the plate. 
          Measure the tension of belt with tension meter if it fits to  
          machine‘s require. 
          Tension load Max 4.5 kgs 

  Min 4.0 kgs 
9.4.3   Then tighten the four cap screws (M12) on the plate of main motor. 

  Note For new machine adjust belt every three monthe, after 
   a period time operating adjust belt every six monthe. 

 
 

9.4     
  

:  : V-  R1715PL-10-1R 
    . 

9.4.1        ( 12),   
  . 

   

9.4.2    ,    
,       ( 10),  

  .     , 
   . 

 : . 4,5 
                           . 4,0 
  
  
    9.4.3         ( 12)    

.  
* :         ,  
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     12 
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9.5     Tension Adjustment of the Spindle Drive Belt 
          Note : Model of the belt : V type 3R-11M-1000 
          Tension adjustment is made in the following manner. 
 
9.5.1   Loosen the 4- M14 cap screws which fix the motor bracket 
 
9.5.2   Tension can be adjusting the center distance of the two pulleys.  
           The 4-M12 set screws are attached to the motor breaket. 
           To tighten the belt tension, turn the hex bolts, that is to extend the 
           center distance. 
 
9.5.3   After tension adjustment has been completed. Make sure to tighten  
           the cap screw of the motor breaket. 
           Tension load : Max : 2.5 kgs 
                                  Min  : 2.0 kgs   

  Note For new machine adjust belt every three monthe, after 
   a period time operating adjust belt every six monthe. 

9.5     
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9.6 Replacement Procedures of the Safety Glass. 
 
9.6.1 First remove the left door out of the machine and clean the 

broken glass. 
 
9.6.2 Before putting new glass, apply anti-leak liquid in the door 

frame and put the safety glass No.3830026000 of the door 
 inside. 
 
9.6.3 Then fasten the two pushing plate No.0640318000 and No. 

 0640319000 to the new glass into the left door 

 

9.6      

   ,   ,   
 .

   ,      
     3830026000    

.

      0640318000   0640319000  
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Caution: Spindle Operation 

A. SPINDLE AIR PURGE
1.Set spindle air purge pressure at 1.2kg/cm2 1.5kg/cm2.
Caution At power on for turning, check spindle air purge is functioning correctly. 
Caution Do not turn off spindle air purge or adjust pressure, it will lead to spindle 

defected or damage of spindle. 

B. SPINDLE OIL COOLER
1. Spindle shaft and quill with temperature difference may lead to spindle bearing 

burns. Spindle oil cooler temperature set up have to 2°C higher than room 
temperature.

2. Rotary type of spindle oil cooler temperature is 25°C at initial. Pls. adjust according 
to machine site. 

3. Digital spindle oil cooler will detect spindle room temperature, no more adjustment 
is required. 

Caution At power on for turning, check spindle oil cooler is functioning correctly. 

C. SPINDLE WARM UP
To ensure spindle smooth rotation in long term and long lifetime, at machine, 
installation or daily turn on, follows spindle warm up operation. 

D. SPINDLE TEMPERATURE INCREASE
1. This machine spindle was build up with high accuracy of spindle angular ball 
bearing of which add with high temperature endurable grease lubricator effective for 
maintain its accuracy with low temperature increasing at rotation. 
2. If spindle temperature increased higher than 20°C of room temperature, this 
indicates abnormal of the spindle. Contact machine builder immediately for 
authorized engineer delicate for maintenance will be required. 
Caution None authorized personnel disassembling spindle is prohibited. In case this 
accident happened, any failure to the spindle is subject to customer’s obligation. 

E. SPINDLE HIGH SPEED ROTATION TIME MANAGEMENT Ref. table 1 
1. Extreme speed of spindle rotation do not exceeds 1/4 of daily working hours. 
2. Spindle speed stay less than normal rotation speed 85% of extreme spindle 

speed for machining. 
3. Spindle run at normal continuous rotation speed do not exceed 8 hours a day. 

Otherwise, lower normal rotation speed to 70% of spindle speed, or reduce 
spindle speed to minimum speed for 1 hour will be required. 

:  

A.  :
1.        1,2 / 2~1,5 / 2. 

   ,     . 

   ,    ,     

   .

.  :
           

 .      
20    . 

       
 250 .       . 

       
,      .
   ,    

 .

.  : 
        ,     

    ,    .

D.   :
1.      -  

,    ,   
 .       

     . 
2.         200 ,  

,      .    
     

   ,    
     .

.        : .  1 
1.           
     ¼   . 
2.        -   
     (85%      ). 
3.         ,   
        8   .      
        70%   ,   1   
     .
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4. Spindle speed less than minimum speed is not allowed. 

Table 1 
Spindle 
specification

Extreme speed 
 of 
Spindle rotation 

Normal spindle rotation 
speed at 

85% of Spindle peak 

Minimum
speed

8000rpm  8000rpm 7000rpm - 
10000rpm 10000rpm 8500rpm 3000rpm 
12000rpm  12000rpm 10000rpm 5000rpm 
15000rpm  15000rpm 12000rpm 6000rpm 

F. SPINDLE GUARANTEE
  1. Spindle of normal operation, general spare parts will be guaranteed for 1 year.

2. Spindle bearing guaranteed for 2000hrs of rotation. 

4.       .

 1.
  

  
 

  
    

 85%.
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Hybrid Hydraulic System 

“ECO RICH” 

 

EHU SERIES  
Instruction Manual 

 

 

 DAIKIN INDUSTRIES, LTD. 

  
 Oil Hydraulics Division 

 

This instruction manual is based on these following types Eco Rich. 
As for MGF.NO. before them, there is some difference in operating manual of 

the panel  and adjusting method. 
EHU14-L04 -A  -30 MFG.NO. 3C- -

EHU25-L04 -A  -30 MFG.NO.  3C- -

EHU25-L07 -AE -30 MFG.NO.  3D- -

EHU25-M07-AE -30 MFG.NO.  3D- -

EHU30-M07-AE -30 MFG.NO.  3D- -

 EHU 
   

 

        
  Eco Rich. 
         

   . 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Before Usage
To ensure to notify these contents of this document for user.
Add this contents to your machine’s handling manual which uses this product.
Before installation, operation or maintenance, read thoroughly this handling manual and other attached documents 
and learn equipments knowledge, safety information and attentions, then use this product properly.
To ensure keeping this manual, attached documents and supply specifications and so on, whenever user enable read 
these documents.
So all figure or photo in this manual are sometimes drawn the state of removing the cover or safety insulate object to
explain details, which you operate surely put the cover or insulate object as it was before and operate following this 
manual.
This manual may be changed for improvement of the product or alteration of specifications or improve this manual 
more easily.
This document is about safety handling of our hydraulic unit. Prepare date for safety handling according to the
standard for safety operation or maintenance of your machine.

Symbols of safety precautions in this manual
In this manual, safety precautions are represented and classify 3 rank, “ Danger”, “ Warning” and 
“ Caution”.
Danger: If you ignore this symbol and handle improperly, it may pose a high risk of causing  death or serious injury.

Warning: If you ignore this symbol and handle improperly, it may pose the risk of causing  death or serious injury.

Caution: If you ignore this symbol and handle improperly, it may pose the potential risk of causing injury or damage 
to the product or property.

Although the matter is mentioned in “ Caution” symbol, there will cause serious result.
Be sure to observe these precautions.

Safety
General

Danger

Qualified people perform the task such as transportation, installation, piping, wiring,  operation, handling, 
maintenance, and inspection.
When working, make use of protective tools (uniform, safety belt, helmet, safety shoes, gloves, etc).
Do not use another specifications which is mentioned in the catalog, or delivery specifications.

Caution

Be sure to enforce daily inspection (it is mentioned in this document, or in attached document.)
Do not stand, beat or add pressure on the products, or you may be injured and the product is damaged.
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Exemption Clause

Damages owing to earthquake, fire, and action of the third party, other accidents, intentional or negligence,
misuse of customers, use under unusual conditions we would exempt from any responsibilities.

Incidental damages (loss of business profit, business suspension) owing to usage of this product, or impossibility 
of usage, we would exempt from any responsibilities.

Accidents and damages caused by disobeying manuals or supply specifications, we would exempt from 
any responsibilities.

Damages caused by wrong working owing to combination of connecting equipment, we would exempt from 
any responsibilities.

Limitation of uses

Make sure to consider the situation, in case of life threatening owing to breakdown or wrong working of this  
machine, or possibilities of danger to the human body. 

Though, this product manufactured under strict quality control, in case of using important equipment, to prevent 
serious accident or damage from failure of this machine, install safety equipment.

Additional function along with the software change

Since these parts may be changed in the quality, performance improvement or other circumstances, the contents   
of this manual are sometimes partly different from the product.  Please understand it.

It is able to confirmed about the function of Eco Rich in use by the unit name plate. 
Refer to the table that is attached to the end of this document for corresponding function.

《    》 
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1.Preface

Thank you for choosing the “Eco Rich” series of DAIKIN hybrid hydraulic system.
DAIKIN hybrid hydraulic system, “Eco Rich” realized overwhelming energy-saving and low noise by  adopting
hydraulic technology and motor-inverter technology, and they are gentle hydraulic system for men and 
environment.

When using “Eco Rich: EHU series”, manage proper handling and maintenance after reading this manual 
thoroughly to cross for a long time and to keep good performance.

Approve it in case the contents of this manual are sometimes partly different from the product because of  the 
change of the parts according to the improvement of quality, performance and other circumstances.

2.Nomenclature

a Series name
EHU: EHU Series

b Max.discharge flow rate of the pump
14: 14 L/min.
25: 25 L/min.
30: 28.5 L/min.

c Output characteristics
right figure reference

L
M

d Max. working pressure
04: 4.0MPa

the part of  Model  5.0MPa
07: 7.0MPa

e Control method
A:  pressure compensate 

f Controller specification
E            : with reactor
Nothing : without reactor

g Design NO.
Progress according to the product
has been changed.

h Option NO.
Nothing: With fixed relief valve
V : With Variable relief valve

i Non-standard NO.

j Design NO.
3: 30 design

k Progress NO. of design change
0 9 A Z such as progress

l Administration of manufacture NO.
Administration NO. of our factory

Output characteristics

Pressure

Characteristics

Pressure

Flow

Characteristics

[   ] 
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3.Product specifications
Specifications

 EHU14 L04  EHU25 L04  EHU25 L07  EHU25 M07  EHU30 M07

A 30 A 30 AE 30 AE 30 AE 30

(L)

0.75 kW nearly 1.5 kW nearly 2.2 kW nearly 2.8 kW nearly 2.8 kW nearly

(MPa) .

(L/min)     

(N)
Capacity for fan motor of the oil cooler

Motor capacity for the pump

  DC  V AC  V  Hz Max.

Black

  

2  200/200/220 V 50/60/60 Hz Supply from controller

.

Control stop signal

Standard painting

Power
source

Relay for alarm output

Motor of the pump

Fun motor of the oil cooler

 Weight (without hydraulic oil)

Tank  capacity

Max. working pressure

Discharge flow adjusting range

16/15W (50/60Hz)

3  200/200/220 V 50/60/60 Hz

No-function  DC 24V (Rate 5mA)

.

PC setup pressure is set up in the Max. working pressure at sipping. (standard products).
When it is used continually Max. working pressure, use it less than of flow 5.0 L/min.
When there is the possibility to change PC pressure, use the equipment which has option NO. ”V”. 
The change of the PC pressure becomes easy  ( the setup pressure is 1.5 MPa at sipping).
It is preset to be Max. flow at sipping.

Max. flow is theoretical value, and it is not by the guarantee value.
Refer to the table of 20-page b) Setup mode ,and that’s column of the initial setup value,  for a setup of 

alarm at sipping.
As for other specifications, confirm a delivery specifications. (form drawings)

Note 1

Note 2

Note 3

(Note 1)

(Note 2)

(Note 3)

Working condition

Hydraulic oil  Petroleum series of specific hydraulic oil / anti-wear hydraulic oil
Refer to our [General Sample of Hydraulic Machinery (HK196A )] to see the recommended
brands.)

 Viscosity grade             ISO VG 32~68

 Viscosity rangade      15 ~ 400 mm   /s
 Contamination level within NASclass

  recommended working temperature range  15~50 note 

    
 Below 85%RH
 Indoor must be fixed by screws

be sure to install no-fuse-breaker and circuit breaker.

Do not turn ON/OFF the power frequently, it may cause remarkable short life of the
 controller. Use the stop control function, in case of using this condition in the freque
As for EHU**-L04 does not equipped with the control stop function in standard.

.
Ground (earth) terminal must be down to ground.

Oil temperature
Environment temperature
Humidity
Installation place
Others

2

Note 1) Do not use any hydraulic fluid other than mineral type (hydrous or synthetic) hydraulic oil  (like water-
glycol).

Note 2) In case of  using except recommended working temperature range, it may cause large pulsatory motion              
of pressure or reduce discharge volume , but it is not abnormal.

【3.    】 
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4. Parts name
(The arrangement of the standard port is shown. Refer to the form drawing and the delivery specifications for
the non-standard products.)

Controller
Unit name plate

Notice name 
plate

Oil inlet port with air    
breather

Tank

Sample port with drain capOil gauge

Valve block

Front view of the unit

SR motor and pump

Drain port (DR 1)
Rp 1

Top view of the unit

Drain port  (DR 2)
Rp 1/2 Return port  (T1)

Rc 1/2

Return port  (T2)
Rc 1/2

Discharge port (p)
Rc 3/8

Oil cooler

Eye bolt

【4.  】
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Parts

5. Hydraulic circuit

Hydraulic circuit

 

Part NO. Name 

1 Tank 

2 Suction filter 

3 Oil gauge 

4 Inverter driving pump 

5 Oil inlet port with air breather 

6 Oil cooler 

7 Controller 

 

 

【5.  】
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6.Points for transporting, moving and installing
Though the vibration absorbed rubber is attached to the leg of the motor pump because of the low vibration and
low noise.  It is fixed with a hexagon socket bolt (2 of M6 x L35) as to protect the vibration absorbed rubber 
from transport vibration countermeasure at shipping.

Operation
Before operation, remove the hexagon socket bolt (2 of M6 x L35).  
If it is operated without removing these bolts, it may cause loud vibration and noise.

Transporting
When it is being transported, install the spacer which 
protect the vibration absorbed rubber with hexagon socket
bolt (2 of M6 x L35), and fix the motor pump and the tank
upper board securely.  (Refer to the below figure.)
Be sure to suspend it with eyebolt.  
In this time, move the unit carefully about balance so as 
not to be damaged the piping by the hook.

Eyebolt

Detail of spacer
( 2 places )

Type

Weight

EHU14-L04 EHU25-L04 EHU25-L07 EHU25-M07 EHU30-M07

43kg 45kg 46kg

Weight table (hydraulic oil in not included)

Danger

If the vibration absorbing rubber is suspended without spacer for its protection, it is dangerous that the 
vibration absorbing rubber may break off and fall. 
In case that it is suspended except for the eyebolt (pump piping), it is dangerous to  fall and turnover.
Confirm the weight of the hydraulic unit, and suspend it within the rated load of the hanger-hook. 

Warning

Never approach during carry by hanger-hook. There is danger of injury due to fall and turnover.

Caution

Do not move the tank with filling oil. (The oil leaking and air-mixing will cause  inferior operation.)
During transportation, be sure to fix it so that it may not be moved by vibration and another force. 

Spacer

vibration 
absorbed rubber

Hexagon socket bolt 
(M6 x L35)
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Installation on horizontal place
Install the hydraulic unit on the horizontal table or the
horizontal floor.

Fix the hydraulic unit with bolts (4 of M8) not to move.

Exhaust

Inhalation

Inhalation

More than 
10cm

Warning

Points for installation
Securing of space of inhalation/exhaust 
Do not put the obstacle that disturbs inhalation/exhaust
of the oil cooler within 10cm from the end of the unit.
Moreover, install it in the good ventilation so that the
unit may not be filled with heat, and be careful that 
temperature of inhalation becomes fixed 
surrounding temperature (less than 35 ).

When it is used in where there is no space of inhalation/exhaust, and heat place, the heat exchange function
of the oil cooler/fan motor declines, and finally, oil temperature and temperature of the hydraulic equipment
becomes unusual high temperature.
In case of touching high temperature part, you may be burnt.

Caution

When it is used in where there is no space of inhalation/exhaust, and heat place, the motor becomes high
temperature, and the life of the motor will be shortened apparently.
When the motor becomes high temperature, temperature protection suspends its operation.
(In case “P02: temperature alarm output setting” is “1”(as output), alarm signal are outputted.)
If using under high temperature condition continuously, it causes troubles and shorten the life of the

hydraulic equipment such as the motor pump.
If using under high temperature condition continuously, it makes the quality of the hydraulic oil lower, and
shorten it’s life.

Unit mounting hole 9 (4 positions)
( Please prepare for fixing bolt separately by customer side.)

Warning

If the hydraulic unit is not fixed with bolt, it is dangerous because of falling down and moving around by
the hydraulic reactive force in the pipes, so the unit must be fixed.

Caution
In case it is installed in the slope, there will be oil-leaking and air-mixing cause unusual noise and shorten 
equipment’s life.
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7.Preparation for operation
Piping

Since this hydraulic unit is provided with two return ports (inside oil), two drain ports (upper oil surface) and 
one discharge port, piping them if necessary.
All the piping port is capped with taper cap (vinyl cap).
Bind the piping with seal tape.

Oil inlet port with air breather

Yellow line Upper limit:10.0L

Float

Red line Lower limit : 7.4L

Filling hydraulic oil
Remove the oil inlet port with air breather to turn counterclockwise, and put pure hydraulic oil (within
NAS 10 class) in the tank.

The oil volume should be kept that the float of the oil gauge is between the red line and the yellow line. 
Use the hydraulic oil appropriate to the specifications as it was mentioned in page 6.

Drain port DR1 : Rp1
Upper oil surface

Discharge port P : Rc3/8

Drain port DR2 : Rp1/2
Upper oil surface

Return port (T1 : Rc1/2
under oil surface

Return port (T2 : Rc1/2
under oil surface

Caution

If it operates without putting oil in the tank, burnt and abrasion occur in the pump body, and it may be
damaged.
Since oil is supplied to the hydraulic circuit on the machine at the initial operation of the machine, be
careful of the oil decrease inside the tank.
The oil level inside the tank will vary a lot with the different hydraulic circuit on the machine, be careful
that if the oil is overflowed from the tank or the oil level is lower than its usual level.

【7.   】
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Electric wiring
Be sure to carry out electric wiring in accordance with the terminal wiring diagram (below figure).

Terminal box cover
Screw for tightening cover

M4 Cross-Recessed Screw x4
Tighten torque : 1.0N

Wiring diagram (EHU25-M(L)07)

As for EHU**-L04 does not equipped with 
DIGITAL I/O terminal.
Please consult us if necessary.

Danger

To protect the electric circuit and prevent electric shock, install the safety device  such as a no fuse breaker
or a ground-fault interrupter on the main power source of the hydraulic unit so as to be based on the 
European standard (EN60204-1). 

(Refer to below table for the capacity of each machine) 
In order to release the leakage from inverter circuit, ground (earth) terminal must be down to ground over
the third class. (Connect it directly not to pass through the breaker)
Wire after installing the machine surely.
Be sure to turn off the breaker of the main power source and confirm that the power source was interrupted
before the wiring, 
Do not connect the supply line to the input and output terminal.
Never add the excessive power voltage beyond its specifications of the hydraulic unit

Caution

Since this hydraulic unit has protect-over current function built in, thermal for protect-over current function
is not necessary. 
In case of using thermal, it may work wrong way by the inverter switching.

[Rated current in type]

Wiring port

This diagram shows power OFF condition 
(alarm condition).

[COM ALMa] Normal: closed Abnormal: opened
[COM ALMb] Normal: opened   Abnormal: closed
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Use alternating current (AC) which is suitable for the power source specifications of the product.
Use the electric wire which is suitable for AWG14 (2sq~2.5sq).
Do not connect the power source wire (L1,L2,L3) to earth connection point of power source terminal.
The earth connection point is connected with the motor frame, and ground the earth over the third class

ground.
Be careful not to damage the conductor when stripping electric wire.
Be careful not to stick out the conductor of wiring from the terminal stand.

The wiring of the main power source 

(1) Wire the electric cable through the wiring port of the terminal 
box. Use the wire and the cable clamp to be suitable for the
wiring port that satisfies protection grade over IP54.

[Recommended cable clamp : Laap Co.,Ltd. made ST16]
[screw size                            : PG16] 

(2) Connect the earth line to the earth terminal of the terminal
stand for power source.

(3) Connect power source line to terminal stand (L1,L2,L3) of the 
power source. (There is not polarity.) 

Refer to the below figure to connect with the terminal board.

(4) After wiring, be sure to install the cover of the terminal box as 
it was. 

Insert special driver or precision driver (width 
2.4~3mm) as left figure.
Make sure of stripped wire length, and insert 
them until the end without separating.
Pull special driver out.
Make sure of wiring by pulling the electric wire 
slightly.

How to connect the power source wire to the 
terminal stand board.

Terminal stand for 
power source 

Stripped wire length: 9mm

Wiring point
When wiring the main power source and the alarm output signal wire, the cover of the terminal box has to be
removed.
Removing the cover of the terminal box by loosening the cross recessed screw (M4) that installed on the cover.

Danger

In case of preventing end of the wire from separating, treat its end with solder or use the below mentioned
crimping terminal with insulated sleeve. (Refer to maker’s catalogue “WAGO made” for handling them.)

For  2 sq 216-205 yellow
For 2.5 sq 216-206 blue
Press tool 206-204 Bio- crimp
Special driver WAGO made 210-257 or 210-350/01 etc.
(Terminal stand: WAGO made 745series) 

Caution

Wiring port for power source

Wire insert portSpecial driver

Refer to page 12, ”wiring diagram” as for the arrangement of the terminal board.
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Terminal stand for 
alarm signal

Pushing direction of the lever

The wiring of alarm signal line-----It is able to transmit the signal of the abnormal condition and operation of the
pressure switch that is outputted from this hydraulic unit. 
(The hydraulic unit can be operated without wiring.)

(1) Wire the electric cable through the wiring port of the 
terminal box. Use the wire and the cable clamp to be 
suitable for the wiring port.

[Recommended cable clamp : Laap Co.,Ltd.made ST9]
[screw size                            : PG9] 

(2) Confirm the terminal wiring diagram on the cover of the 
terminal box, connect to the alarm signal connection on
the terminal stand for power source.

*This diagram shows power OFF condition.
(alarm condition)

(3)  After wiring, be sure to install the cover of the terminal 
box as it was. 

[COM ALMa] Normal: closed   Abnormal: opened
[COM ALMb] Normal: opened Abnormal: closed

Danger

Use the electric wire, cab tyre cable with shield which is suitable for AWG22 (0.3sq).
Be sure to treat the end of shield cable properly, and ground the one side.
Do not connect the alarm connect line to the terminal stand for power source.
Be careful not to damage the conductor when stripping electric wire.
Use DC24V or DC12V (minimum load-current 10mA) for alarm connection circuit.
Use AC100V (50/60Hz) under alternative current control. 
(As for AC200V, it is not able to use in specification of voltage-resistance and insulation distance.)
Use it under the maximum load-current less than 1A (load resistance).
Be careful not to stick out the conductor of wiring from the terminal stand.

As for alarm output signal connect “ALMa” and “COM” of wiring diagram at normal operation.
In case of preventing end of the wire from separating, treat its end with solder or use the below mentioned
crimping terminal with insulated sleeve. (Refer to maker’s catalogue “WAGO made” for handling them.)

For AWG22 0.3 sq 216-322 light green
For AWG20 0.5 sq 216-221 white
Press tool 206-204 Bio- crimp (same as for power source)

Wiring port is common with control signal. (Terminal stand: WAGO made 256 series)

Caution

Alarm connection 
wiring port

Refer to page 12, ”wiring diagram” as for the arrangement of the terminal board.

Wire insert port

Push the lever with a driver etc.
Make sure of stripped wire length, and insert 
them until the end without separating.
Remove the driver from the lever.
Make sure of wiring by pulling the electric wire 
slightly.

How to connect to the terminal stand board

Stripped wire length:6mm
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Terminal stand for 
operation ready 

output signal and 
control stop signal

Wiring port for 
control 

input/output 
signal

Wiring diagram of operation ready output signal and control stop signal
Never connect except between DIN1 

and DIN2 terminal.

Danger

Use the electric wire, cabtyre cable with shield which is suitable for AWG22 (0.3sq).
Be sure to treat the end of shield cable properly, and ground the one side.
Do not connect control connect line to the terminal stand for power source.
Be careful not to damage the conductor when stripping electric wire.
Use DC24V for control stop signal.
Be careful not to stick out the conductor of wiring from the terminal stand.

Caution

The control stop function is difference in signal input condition (operate/stop) by setting. 
(Refer to setting mode of  “Operating manual of the control panel”.)
At shipping (standard product), when it operates outside switch is “OFF (opened)”, and it stop “ON
(closed)”.
The control stop function is standard function for EHU25-L07, EHU25-M07 and EHU30-M07.
In case of not connecting well with separating the wire’s end, treat its end with solder. 
Wiring port is common with alarm signal. (Terminal stand: WAGO made 234 series)

When wiring, if the lever is not pushed straight, the terminal stand may be damaged.

Push the lever with a driver etc.
Make sure of stripped wire length, and insert 
them until the end without separating.
Remove the driver from the lever.
Make sure of wiring by pulling the electric wire 
slightly.

How to connect to the terminal stand board

Stripped wire length:6mm

Pushing direction of the lever

Wire 
insert port

The wiring of control stop signal line-----It is possible to operate/stop unit by ordering contact input. 
(The hydraulic unit can be operated without wiring.)

The wiring of operation ready output signal-----It is possible to output operation condition after power on.
After this signal is outputted, start to operate the actuator and so on.  
(In case without wiring, refer to “Power supply turning on, a time chart related to alarm”
of attached document B for the time of starting operation of the actuator and so on.) 

(1) Wire the electric cable through the wiring port of the terminal box. 
Use the wire and the cable clamp to be suitable for the wiring port.           

(2) Confirm the terminal wiring diagram on the cover of the terminal box,     
connect to the control stop signal connection on the terminal stand for 
power source.
Refer to below figure to connect  control suspend signal line to
terminal base.

(3)  After wiring, be sure to install the cover of the terminal  box as it was. 
(Wiring port is common with alarm signal.)

Wiring of control                                               
stop signal                   
(It is available either 
plus or minus of power 
source.)  

Refer to page 12, ”wiring diagram” as for the arrangement of 
the terminal board.

Wiring of operation 
ready output signal                   
(Power source is minus 
common.)  
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8.Test run
After completing pouring fixed amount of hydraulic oil into tank, piping, and wiring, perform test run.

Starting confirmation

Changing oil

Removing air

Flushing operation After confirmation of the start, perform flushing operation under the circuit
pressure at  low pressure. As flushing operation, connect all piping with 
loop style except the actuator, and operate through 10 m filter by the oil 
tank of the return piping.

After completing the flushing operation, remove hydraulic oil in the tank 
completely out of drain plug.  Then fill fixed amount of flesh hydraulic oil  
to the oil inlet port with air breather. 
(Within NAS 10 class pure oil is used as flesh hydraulic oil.)

Remove the air of hydraulic circuit completely.
If the air has not been removed thoroughly,
abnormal operation of actuator, such as cylinder
abnormal noise in the pump or in the valve

may occur.

Turn the switch of machine controller “ON”.
Before power on, confirm wiring of earth properly.
It is not abnormal though it may take 12~13 seconds until pressure rises 
after power on.

(Refer to Att.11page: 1-1,1-2)
Confirm the pump rotation sound and pressure rising.
Confirm that the fan of oil cooler is rotating.

Danger

In the process of air removing, be careful because there is a case of high pressure or high temperature
oil spouts.
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Explanation of each mode
Normal mode  : indicate actual pressure and alarm code 
Monitor mode : indicate pressure switch setup value, max. pressure setup value, max. flow setup value,

actual flow, actual number of revolutions.
Setup mode  : change the setting of max. pressure or max. flow.
Alarm mode    : confirm alarm contents. 

Shift to each mode
The key switch operation of shift to each mode is as following figure.

9. Operation manual of the control panel
Since this hydraulic unit has CPU, it is easy to monitor, setup, and adjust such as pressure/flow by operation of  key 
switch.

General description
The control panel is composed of 3 digits LED      , mode key , setting key  , and ENT (enter)
key          .   It normally indicates the actual pressure, and possible to change each mode as monitor indication and 
setting indication by key switching.

3 digits LEDkey

key

key

(Mode key)

(Setting key)

(ENT key)

Power on

Actual pressure indication

Monitor mode Setup mode Alarm mode

Push

Push

Push the key        
and         simultaneously
for more than 2 seconds.

Push the key and        simultaneously
for more than 2 seconds.

Push Push

Push the key and        
simultaneously

for more than 2 seconds.
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Notes
(1) As for the setup in factory, standard is MPa indication. Make sure to treat such as indication sticker to 

identify PSI setup, in case of changing PSI mode.
If using the machine without any indication sticker in Japan, would be punished by the measuring law. 
Please arrange indication sticker in your company.

(2)Refer to the alarm indication item, for the contents of alarm code.
It is possible to confirm actual number of power source input by pushing key           while alarm code  
indicating.

a) Monitor mode
While monitor mode, it is possible to monitor item on the table below by choice.

Operation example is shown as following. 
<Ex.> Monitor actual flow rate.

Operation manual of each mode

Item Contents Indication unit
n00 Pressure switch setup value [MPa] or [×10PSI]

n01(1) Max. pressure setup value [MPa] or [×10PSI]
n02 Max. flow setup value ×L/min
n03 Discharge volume ×L/min

n04(2) Latest alarm code Refer to page22
n05 Revolutions / minute ×10min-1

Operation

Power On

Monitor mode

Choosing item NO.

Monitor indication

Return to actual pressure indication

Key operation

Another 
monitoring

Actual pressure indication

3 digit LED Remarks

Discharge 
volume 
(theoretical 
value)
5L/min

It is able to change unit 
by setup mode [P08].

or
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b) Setup mode
While setup mode, it is possible to setup or change of pressure/flow by operation panel.
Concerning initial setting-value or adjustment range of non-standard or special required type product, refer
to the delivery specifications. 

Contents

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07 6.0 1.5 6.2
EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07 87 21 89

EHU14-L04 15.2 2.4 16.0
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07
EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

P05 Closed setup item 0
P06 0

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07 20
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07

P11 Closed setup item 0.15
P12 0.15

Type

Though it  is able to be changed, it  is not open to the users.
Return to the init ial value in case changing it  by accident.

Initial setup
value

Adjustable
range

Indication
unit

In case it is not able to setup the value as
demand, setup the closest value as demand.
Indication value is a theoretical value, not
guaranteed value.

After confirming the operation of the
pressure switch, setup delay time to the
signal output.

Refer to att.page11 for specifiscations of
pressure switch output.

-

7.0

P00

P01

P02

P03

P04

It is possible to indicate and setup the
contact output of abnormal motor
temperature rise [E41] and abnormal fin
temperature rise [E43].

Max. flow setup

4.0 1.5 4.2

(MPa)

When ther is the possibility to change
max.pressure setup value, use the
equipment which has option No. "-V".
Moreover, in case it has max, pressure
setup value changed with standard
products, it is necessary to exchange and
adjust the valve block of the pump upper
side.

58 21 60

(×10PSI)

1.5 7.2

101

L/min
25.0 3.4 26.2

21 104

0
0 999
(max:9.99

(×10msec

1 0: No output
1: Output

Setup of pressure alarm delay time 

0
0 62.0
(0: No
function)

P07

P08

Setup of switching start/stop signal

Setup of switching pressure unit

(MPa)

0
0 899
(0: No
function)

(×10PSI)

1 Notes
EHU**-L04: No
start/stop function

P09 Setup of pressure switch operation indication holding

0:input as operate
1:input as stop

0
0:MPa unit
1:PSI unit

In case it is used by the PSI unit, change
the sticker etc. which indicates the unit so
as to identify unit.

Refer to page15 in details.
Notes) In case of setting "0", the unit is
not operate.

-

-

Item NO 

Max. pressure setup

Remarks

0
0:No hold
indication
1:Hold indication

-
1

Temperature alarm setup

Setup of pressure switch operation pressure

Refer to att.page13 in details.

Though it  is able to be changed, it  is not open to the users.
Return to the init ial value in case changing it  by accident.

10

15

P10 Response gain

Adjust the control response value.
It becomes as sensitive as value is small.0 999 -
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Changing setup mode

Choosing item NO.

Setup value indication

Return to actual pressure 
indication

Another 
setting

Push 2 keys 
simultaneously for 
more than 2 seconds.

2 seconds later

Changing setup value

Setup value entry Light up 
item NO.

Example of operation principles of setup mode. (Adjusting max. flow) 
<Ex> Change max. flow 25L/min to 20.5L/min.

Caution

The change of the setup value is reflected, even if it is not written in.  However, it is retuned the setup value
before change when it is returned in the actual pressure indication without writing it.

or

or

Operation Key operation 3 digit LED Remarks
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Item NO Contents Remarks

A00-A09

Indication of alarm contents
(Refer to code attached table)
and power ON number of times
from deliverly.

It becames the latest alarm as
small as the number.
Indicates alarm code and power
ON number of times by turns.

Operation example is shown  as following.
<Ex.> Confirm contents (E10: momentary over current alarm) of an alarm (A01) before the latest one.

Changing setup mode

Choosing record number

Alarm content indication

Another 
confirming

2 seconds later 
(Indicate the latest 
alarm)

Indicate by turns in 
every 1 second.

Power ON number 
of times

Alarm contents

In case there is no alarm record, it indicates “E—” as alarm contents,and  “0” as power ON number of times.

c) Alarm mode
While alarm mode, it is possible to confirm contents on the table below by choosing A00-A09.

or

Operation Key operation 3 digit LED Remarks

2 seconds later
Push 2 keys 
simultaneously for 
more than 2 seconds.

Indicate an alarm 
before the latest one.

Return to actual pressure 
indication
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Class.Panel indicatio Internal code Contents Remarks Cause
Momentary over current alarm Make the contact with the dealers.

DC  low voltage
It may be input voltage drops, and the internal wiring breaks.
Confirm the wiring condition of power supply and a power
supply circumstance.

Pressure sensor system abnomal It may be disconnection of pressure sensor and abreakage.

Encoder system abnomal It may be unusual pump motor.

Motor thermo system abnomal
It may be the breakage or short of temperature sensor with in
motor.

Motor temperature abnomal rise
It may be the fan motor stop or clogged of radiator , etc.
Comfirm a radiator and fan.

Fin thermo system abnomal It may be the breakage or short of temperature sensor with fin.

Fin temperature abnomal rise
It may be the fan motor stop or clogged of radiator , etc.
Comfirm a radiator and fan.

Pressure drop Only alarm indication
When pressure decreased for more than 30 seconds
continuosly, P04="0" ( when pressure switch isn't set up), this
alarm isn't outputted.

- Retrial of momentary over current Make the contact with the dealers.
- Retrial of encoder abnomal Make the contact with the dealers.
- Over current Make the contact with the dealers.
- DC  over voltage Make the contact with the dealers.

- Fin thermo system abnomal It may be the breakage or short of temperature sensor with in
controller.

- Fin temperature abnomal rise It may be controller abnomal.

Pressure switch operation
indication

Indicate when a pressure switch
operates. It isn't recorded as an
internal information

Cause pressure switch operation.
(When  indication holding function is chosen by setting.

Unit stop

Unit stops after the setting time
progress.

Retrial occur in order to avoid
operation stop.

It is recorded as an internal
information.

Unit stops after the setting time
progress.

The indication list of alarm code.
The Eco Rich equipped with alarm detective function which classified as follows. 

Alarm code and abnormal phenomenon  
Classification Indicating alarm, at the same time, outputting alarm signal, then stopping operation forcibly.
Classification Following actions are led by setting of setup mode item P02 (temperature alarm output setup) .

Setup value 0 : Not detect an alarm.
Setup value 1 : Indicating alarm and outputting alarm signal, then stopping operation forcibly 10 minutes

later.  [Standard model : at sipping condition]
Classification Following actions are led by setting of setup mode item P04 (pressure switch working  pressure) .

(This alarm is pressure switch function.)
Setup value 0 : Not detect an alarm. [Standard model : at sipping condition]
Except setup value 0 : When the pressure decrease of setup time P03 (Delay time setup of pressure alarm)       

continue, an alarm signal is outputting.  It is canceled  if the pressure reverts to the
normality. Operation is continued.                             

Classification It is shown that there was “retrial action” to avoid operation stop in order not to stop the unit forcibly.
(Alarm code isn’t indicated.)
When it can’t be avoided,  it is stopped forcibly, and alarm code is indicated.

Classification It is recorded only as an internal information.
Neither the stop of the unit nor the output of alarm signal.

Classification Only when the item P04  (setup of pressure switch operation pressure) of the setup mode is effective,
and PO9 (setup of pressure switch operation indication holding) is “1”, alarm code is indicated. 
However, alarm indication is held.
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10. Maintenance
To maintain motor pump performance for long term and fine, operate periodical maintenance about following item, 
and if there is problem, perform repair or replacement.
An inspection time, period is shown as a standard on following table, it varies depends on the use condition,
environment, and so on. 

Periodic inspection 
Object/ item Inspection time/period Inspection principles 

 Oil tank 
Confirmation of oil 

amount 
 
 

Confirmation of oil 
temperature 

 Confirmation of oil 
color 

 
Daily 
 
 
 
Daily 
 
Once/6 months 

 
Confirm float locates between red line and yellow line of oil 
gauge.  Confirm hydraulic oil becoming muddy and bubble 
getting mixed. 
 
Confirm that it is less than 60 . 
 
It is possible to confirm deterioration of oil-hydraulic oil by 
color.  If recognize oil color changing to dark-brown 

ASTM level 4 bright-yellow , change hydraulic oil 
 Oil cooler 
Fan motor rotation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Core part clogging 

 
Daily 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once/6 months 

 
Confirm fan motor rotation. 
If the fan motor stop rotation, 

The cooling function of oil-cooler declines remarkably. 
Hydraulic oil or equipment becomes high temperature, 
and there is fear of the burn.   So that quickens 
deterioration of hydraulic oil, and shortens the life of 
equipment. 
 The motor becomes high temperature (the fan motor 
cool the motor also), and shortens the life of the motor.
Confirm occurrence of core clogging by visual 
observation. 

If the core clogging, the cooling function of oil-cooler 
declines.  Hydraulic oil or equipment becomes high 
temperature, and there is fear of the burn.   So that 
quickens deterioration of hydraulic oil, and shortens the life 
of equipment. 

 Pressure indication 
Operation confirmation

 
Indicated pressure 

confirmation 

 
Daily 
 
Daily 

 
Confirm the indication change as change of loading 
condition. 
Confirm pressure indication value of DH as it setup.  

 Noise Daily Confirm no abnormal noise. 
 Electric wiring  Once/ 6 months Confirm no crack and damage in covering material of 

wire. 
 Measure insulation resistance, and confirm to ground the 

earth properly. 
 Hose Once/ a year Confirm no crack, damage and flaw. 
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Cleaning and change 
Object/item Operation 

time/period 
Operation principles 

Oil tank 
oil changing 

 

 
Once/ a year 

 
Change hydraulic oil periodically. 
Long time use of this hydraulic unit without changing oil may be 
harmful for operation and life of the hydraulic equipment. 

Oil cooler 
core cleaning Once/ a year Disassemble and clean, as following maintenance principle on 

page 25-26. 

Oil inlet port with air 
breather Once/ a year Disassemble and clean, as following maintenance principle on 

page 26. 

Suction strainer 
Once/ a year Disassemble and clean, as following maintenance principle on 

page 27. 

 

Danger

Do not touch rotary point.
When touching the inside of the controller, observe the process to prevent an electric shock.
i ) Turn off the main power source of the hydraulic unit.

(Turn off the power source breaker of the circuit supplying a power.)
Put a bill such as “Operation prohibited (Working)” on the power source breaker, and prevent wrong 
operation.
)        ii) After more than 5 minutes pass, remove the cover of the terminal box.

As for the controller, do not remove except for the cover of the terminal box.
When starting operation, turn on electricity after installing all of the cover on the controller.
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Oil cooler maintenance principles

Hose band

Hexagon socket bolt

Fan motor
Finger guard

Oil cooler

Hexagon socket bolt
Shroud

Core

Cross-Recessed screw

Warning

Caution

Stop main power source and operation, before starting maintenance.
Wear protective glasses and gloves, while operation.

Be careful of fin part of core as it is sharp.
Be careful not to get foreign substance into eye, while air-blow. 

Be careful not to load strong power on power supply wire or connector of fan motor, while operation.
Be careful of oil leakage from piping or oil cooler, while disassembling.

1. Removing the oil cooler
When removing the cover of the terminal box, the
connection which the fan harness (refer to below figure)  
connect to the terminal stand is saw, then take off the 
connection.
Remove the hose band (2 points).
Unfasten hexagon socket bolt (2 of MxL12), remove the  
oil cooler from the tank upper board.

2. Disassembling the oil cooler
Loosen cross recessed hexagon bolt(4 of M5xL12), and 
divide core and shroud.

Loosen small cross recessed screw (M4xL50), and   
divide shroud, fan motor and finger-guard.

Fan harness (3) 
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3. Core cleaning
Blowing core by air or steam, and clean dust or drain stick / pile up on the fin.
Be careful not to get dust or sticking into inside the core, while blowing.

4. Fan motor cleanings
Clean not only fun body or casing parts, but also surroundings of fan and casing crevice with waste cloth. 

5. Re-assembling
Re-assemble as it was, after cleaning completed.
Confirm operation driven properly, as following test run on page 16, after re-assembling completed.
Be careful to setup inhalation/exhaust direction of oil cooler (page 10). 

Oil inlet port with air breather maintenance principle

1. Removal
It is easy to remove, turn cap to the 
counterclockwise side by hand.

2. Cleaning
Blow filter by air, and blow sticking/piling up
material off.
Remove dust inside the cylinder of strainer.

3. Installation direction
Turn a cap to clockwise by hand until it comes to stop, and it is installed.

Oil inlet port with 
air breather

Caution

Do not steam/air blow.
Do not steam/air blow, otherwise a foreign substance get in the inside of the motor.

Warning

Wear protective glasses, while air blow operation, to prevent to get piled-ups or dust into the eye.
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Suction strainer maintenance principle 
1. Removal 

Remove power source/alarm wire.  
Remove the fan-cover.

(6 points of M5 truss screw)  
(As  “EHU**-L04” 4 points)

Remove the screw that fixes the upper board
with the tank. 
(8 points of M5 truss screw)
Hung up the upper board and the controller to 
separate from the tank. 
As suction strainer can be seen, loosen and
remove suction strainer.

2. Cleaning
Blow filter by air, and blow sticking/piling up
material off.
Remove dust inside the cylinder of strainer.

3. Reassembling
After cleaning completed, reassemble as it was.
Do reverse work of the removal.
Confirm operation driven properly, as following
trial operation on page 16,after reassembling
completed. 

Truss screw 
(8 places

Fan cover

Warning

Wear protective glasses, while air blow operation, to prevent to get piled-ups or dust into the eye.

Truss screw for tightening fan 
cover (4 places
Common with EHU**-L04,L07,07 

Truss screw for tightening 
fan cover
only with EHU**-L07,M07
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Att.[Attached document ]

Change points of the PC setup pressure

1. The PC pressure change point of the standard valve block (fixed setup pressure relief valve).

When the PC setup pressure of the standard valve block  (fixed setup pressure relief valve is changed, 
following work is necessary.

Confirmation of  the number of  revolutions at pressure hold, before the change of  PC setup pressure.
The change of PC setup pressure.
The change of the valve block . (note)
The adjustment of flow control valve.

Note) The valve block is different in working pressure.
When you have changed PC setup pressure, refer to spare parts list, or consult  with our Sales Division.

Caution
Be sure to change the valve block after turning off the power supply surely.
Be sure to do under the condition that hydraulic oil temperature surely falls down.
You may be burned, immediately after the operation.
When removes some pipes, be careful of leakage of hydraulic oil.

(3) Pressure sensor

(5) Pressure setup value 

marking position

(2) Hose fitting

(4) Bolt installation hole (four points)

A position of hose band 

tightening

Valve block

Valve block
Hose fitting(1)Hose band

Tightening bolt (four)

Valve block (fixed setup pressure
relief valve)
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Att.2[Attached document ]

To remove the valve block.

Remove the pipe of the P (discharge) port which  is mounted on the valve block.

Extract the hose from the radiator to the valve block to take off white hose band from hose fitting (2).

when taking off the white hose band (1), be careful  that hydraulic oil sometimes spills from the hose and 
the hose fitting (2) both sides, 
(The white hose band (1) can be removed by the special driver and so on.)

Cover a small vinyl bag on both ends, in order not to make the body dirty with hydraulic oil from the hose 
and 

hose fitting (2). 

Take off the harness connector bound with the pressure sensor (3).
(Pull out directly below with pushing the locking arm of the connector. Refer to right figure)

Loosen and extract four hexagon socket head cap screws which tightening the valve block, take off  the
valve block quietly.

(In this time, hydraulic oil leaks out of the block and the 
pump housing.
Wipe out the oil which leaked out with waste cloth and so on.)

Mounts a new valve block.
Confirm that the indication of the setup value  marking
point (5) is the pressure of the purpose.  

(Example)
When setup pressure is 1.5 MPa, it marks “15”
in case of 7.0 Mpa, it marks “70”.

Confirm that “O” ring is attached to two holes at the bottom 
of the valve block.

Wipe both contact surface of the pump housing and the 
valve block, with clean cloth.

Be careful not to drop the “O” ring at the bottom of 
the valve block, and mounting on the pump housing surface
to the valve block at position indicated figure, and hole
position is put together.

Pass four hexagon socket head cap screws through their bolt mounting holes, and fastened by the
regular torque.

Tightening torque is 12.6 1.26N m (129 12.9 kgf cm)

Return each wiring and piping to the original position.

Install the pressure sensor harness connector removed above clause on the pressure sensor (3).
(In case of installation, insert the locking arm to the hanger of pressure sensor connector, and then, confirm
that it is locked securely.)

Wipe out hydraulic oil inside the tip of the hose with waste cloth and so on.

Pass white hose band (1) through the hose, and connected with the hose fitting (2).
At this time, make sure to insert a hose into the inner part of hose fitting.

Tighten white hose band (1) in the fixed position of the hose fitting (2).
(Refer to bottom figure of the former page.)

Locking arm

Hanger of 
pressure 
sensor 
connector

1-1) Change points of the valve block
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Att.3[Attached document ]

1-2) The adjustment of the minimum number of  revolutions at PC control.
The number of revolutions increases or decreases because of  the rise, or the decent of the pressure by the valve block 
exchange, so adjust to the proper number of revolutions.
Minimum number of revolutions : Number of revolutions at the hold pressure, before change of PC setup pressure.
(But, that is more than 350 min-1 )

Push “Mode key” , so as the indication mode is changed to “Monitor mode”.

Push “setup key” or  at “n00” indication, and  “n05” is indicated, then push “ENT key” , 
so as the indication shows actual number of revolutions.

Loosen the lock nut of the flow control valve for adjustment of minimum number of revolutions.

Adjust the flow control valve with confirming the valve of the actual number of revolutions indication.
(Clockwise : number of revolutions decrease.  Counterclockwise : number of revolutions increase)

Tighten the lock nut
In case of tightening the lock nut, be careful not to rotate adjustment screw of flow control valve.) 

Push “Mode key “ , so as the indication mode is changed to “actual pressure indication”

Adjustment screw & lock nut of
flow control valve for 

minimum number of revolutions

Less than 19 mm

Caution
In case of  loosening too much adjustment screw of flow control valve for minimum number of revolutions,
it comes off the valve block.
Be sure to prevent the adjustment screw from coming out beyond 19mm from the surface.
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Att.4[Attached document ]

An operation example is shown.

Example In case of adjusting the minimum number of revolutions to 350 min-1

Return to actual pressure indication

Rotate adjustment screw of 
flow control valve to
clockwise

Set up adjustment screw

Change to monitor mode

Indication number of revolutions.

Operation process Key operation 3-digit LED Remarks

n05 number
of revolutions

Monitor mode

Change to monitor mode

10

600min-1 example
Actual number of 

revolutions

Or

min-1
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Att.5[Attached document ]

Fixed flow control plug ( 0.8) installation point

2. The PC pressure change point of the variable relief  valve. (Model : EHU**-***-**-30-v)
When the PC setup pressure of  the option“V” is changed, the following work is necessary.

Confirm the number of  rotation at pressure hold, before the change of  PC setup pressure.
Change PC setup pressure by the control panel.
Adjust the relief  valve . 
Adjustment the number of revolutions by the flow control valve.

Caution
In case of using above 6 MPa of PC setup pressure, and becoming unstable with influence such as 
contamination, install a fixed flow control plug ( 0.8).
In case of  installation a fixed flow control plug, after confirming whether pressure remain.

A fixed flow control plug (Rc1/16)
is installed the back of plug (Rc1/4) .           

(Model: PC setup pressure is set
above 6 Mpa at sipping)

Section A-A

Hexagon socket head 
taper plug (Rc1/4)

Fixed flow control
plug ( 0.8)

(NPTF1/16)

Working  process 
Remove the hexagon socket taper  plug 
(Rc1/4)
Install the fixed flow control plug 
(NPTF1/16x 0.8)          
Reassemble that a seal tape is wound
around the hexagon socket taper plug
(Rc1/4)

2.      . ( : EHU**-***-**-30-v) 
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Att.6[Attached document ]

1) Turn on the power supply with blocking pressure line of all pressure circuit.

In order to make the maximum set up pressure of the relief valve, loosen the lock nut of the relief  valve,

and tighten   the pressure adjustment screw fully.  

Model  pressure setup range
EHU14-L04
EHU25-L04
EHU25-L07
EHU25-M07
EHU30-M07 1.5  6.0 MPa

1.5  4.0 MPa

1.5  7.0 MPa

Danger

Be sure to tighten the pressure adjustment screw after turned on the power supply.
In case of turning on after tightened the pressure adjustment screw, it is dangerous that surge pressure
causes.

2-1) Changing process of  PC setup pressure

Fixed flow control
plug ( 0.8)

(NPTF1/16)

Section A-A

Lock nut
(Flow control  valve)

Adjustment screw 
for  flow control

Adjustment screw 
for  pressure

Lock nut
(Relief  valve)

1) The PC pressure setup value is changed by the control panel.

Pressure adjustment is available within the following range.

 Standard pressure adjusting screw length 

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Pressure adjusting screw length(mm) 

PC
 p

re
ss

ur
e 

se
tti

ng
 (M

Pa
) 

Pressure adjusting
screw length 

<< Reference >>

Data ( PC set pressure - Standard pressure adjusting screw length )
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Att.7[Attached document ]

Note) The change of the setup value is reflected, even if it is not written in. However, it is retuned the setup  
value before change when it is returned in the actual pressure indication without writing it. 

Setup value indication

Return to actual pressure 
indication

Push two keys 
simultaneously for 
more than 2 seconds. 2 seconds 

later

Light up 
item No.

P00: PC pressure 
setup mode

or

Operation example is shown.

Example PC pressure setup value is changed from 1.5 Mpa to 4.5MPa.

Operation process Key operation 3-digit LED Remarks

Change to monitor mode

Adjustment of the 
setup value

Adjustment of the 
setup value

3) The adjustment of the minimum number of rotation at PC control.
Since the number of revolutions increases, by rising of setup pressure, adjust to the proper number of revolutions.
Minimum number of rotation : Number of rotation at the hold pressure, before change of PC setup pressure.
(But, that is more than 350 min-1 )

Push “Mode key” , so as the indication mode is changed to “Monitor mode”.

Push “setup key” or  at “n00” indication, and  “n05” is indicated, then push “ENT key” , 
so as the indication shows actual number of rotation.
Loosen the lock nut of the flow control valve for adjustment of minimum number of rotation.
Adjust the flow control valve with confirming the valve of the actual number of rotation indication.

(Clockwise : number of rotation decrease.  Counterclockwise : number of rotation increase)
Tighten the lock nut
In case of tightening the lock nut, be careful not to rotate adjustment screw of flow control valve.) 

Push “Mode key “ , so as the indication mode is changed to “actual pressure indication”
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Att.8[Attached document ]

Adjustment screw & lock nut of
flow control valve for 

minimum number of revolutions

Caution
In case of  loosening too much adjustment screw of flow control valve,  it comes off the valve block.
When PC setup pressure is set less than 6 Mpa, remove the fixed flow control plug, 

In case of installing the fixed flow control plug, the number of revolutions don’t increase.   

An operation example is shown.

Example In case of adjusting the minimum number of revolutions to 350 min-1

Rotate adjustment screw of 
flow control valve to
clockwise

Set up adjustment screw

Change to monitor mode

Indication number of revolutions

Operation process Key operation 3-digit LED Remarks

n05 number
of revolutions

Monitor mode

Change to monitor mode

10

600min-1 example
Actual number of 

revolutions

Or

min-1

Return to actual pressure 
indication
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Att.9[Attached document ]

2-2) The pressure adjustment of relief valve.
Adjust by the adjustment screw with monitoring the actual number of revolutions.

(1) Monitor the actual number of revolutions.

(2) Loosen the lock nut.

(3) Adjust the relief valve by the pressure adjustment screw with monitoring the actual number of revolutions.

(Clockwise: pressure rise,  Counterclockwise: pressure decrease.

(4) The actual number of revolutions increases rapidly in the position where the relief valve acts.

Then, turn (tighten) to the position where the number of rotation becomes the minimum number of revolutions.

(5) Tighten and fix the adjustment screw by rotating 3/4. (270 clockwise)      

(6) Tighten the lock nut.

By setting up above mentioned,

Setup pressure of relief valve = PC setup pressure + 0.5MPa

OR

Operation example is shown.

Example The actual number of  revolutions is monitored in the monitor mode.

Operation process Key operation 3-digit LED Remarks

Change to monitor mode

Indication number of revolutions

Change to monitor mode

10min-1

n05 number
of revolutions

Monitor mode
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Indication number of revolutions

5) Adjustment is finished.
(PC setup pressure is set up 1.5MPa by the above point at sipping.

The method of the PC pressure setup. (In case of change again after the setup at sipping is changed once.)

When PC setup pressure is raised: It is the same as the process from “attached document 5 page”. 

When PC setup pressure is decreased: When pressure is decreased, the number of rotation falls down.

When the minimum number of rotation is decreased than a proper number of rotation, pressure becomes

unstable, so refer to the way of the adjustment “attached document 7 page” the minimum number of rotation,

and work in accordance with the process from “attached document 5 page” after the number of revolutions is  
raised about 600min   

(Reference) The pressure change of by the pressure adjustment screw of the relief valve is about 0.75MPa for 

each turn.

Example Adjust to about 5.0MPa by the relief valve with monitoring the actual number of revolutions.

Operation process Key operation 3-digit LED Remarks

10min-1

Begin to turn counterclockwise the 
adjustment screw 

Continue to turn counterclockwise the 
adjustment screw 

Turn a little clockwise the 
adjustment screw 

Relief valve acts.(the number of 
revolutions  increases rapidly.

Turn 270 clockwise   
the   adjustment screw 

Fix the adjustment screw 

Return to the actual pressure 
indication. 

Caution

In case of  adjusting PC setup pressure less than 6MPa, adjust under the condition without the fixed flow   
control plug. 
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1-1 Without using pressure switch function  

Supply(200v)

Start/stop signal

Pressure

Indication

Mode Charge Positioning Normal control

Actual pressure 
indication

Maximum 3.0 
seconds

L: Operation order H: Stop order

Alarm L: Alarm condition H: Condition without alarm

Actual pressure 
indication

L: Waiting

Supply(200v)
1-2 With using pressure switch function 

Pressure switch 
setup

It may be precarious condition
because of relationship between
pressure switch setup and delay time

Start power supply, alarm system time chart 

H: Operation ready 

Maximum 10 
seconds

Pressure

Indication

Mode

Alarm

Start/stop signal L: Operation order H: Stop order

L: Alarm condition H: Condition without alarm

L: Waiting H: Operation ready 

Maximum 3.0 
seconds

Maximum 10 
seconds

Charge Positioning Normal control

Actual pressure 
indication

Actual pressure 
indication

1-3 With using pressure switch function (When operation stop after power on)

1.When it starts at start/stop signal ; When the start of the pressure is longer than output delay time          
of pressure switch, alarm signal is outputted.

Supply(200v)

Pressure

Indication

Mode

Alarm

Operation ready   

Pressure switch 
setup

L: Operation orderH: Stop order

L: Alarm condition

L: Waiting

H: Condition without alarm

H: Operation ready 

It may be precarious condition
because of relationship between
pressure switch setup and delay time

Maximum 3.0 
seconds

Maximum 10 
seconds

Normal controlPositioningCharge

Actual pressure 
indication

When “Operation ready output” is once outputted, output condition is kept until power off. 

Operation ready   

Operation ready   
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2. Alarm of pressure decline (Only when a pressure switch function is set up.)

Pressure

Mode

Alarm

Indication

Alarm count

Pressure switch 
setup

Pressure switch 
delay time

Under 30 
seconds 30 seconds

Normal control

Actual pressure indication

Actual 
pressure 
indication

Normal control
Pressure decline 
condition

L: Alarm condition
H: Condition 
without alarm

3. Alarm that motor temperature abnormally raises. 

If E41 is outputted, it is enable to be canceled except for resetting power supply. 
Alarm has been outputted soon, in case the temperature is more than 105 at starting the power supply.

105

Motor 
temperature

Mode

Alarm

Indication

Alarm count

L: Alarm conditionH: Condition without alarm

Normal control Motor stop
High temperature 
abnormal condition

Actual pressure indication

10 minutes1 minute

4.Defective starting alarm

1.3 6.5 seconds

4-1 When a retrial reverts.
2

2. At using of a pressure switch, alarm may be outputted as well as 1 of 1-2).

Pressure

Mode

Alarm

Indication

H: Condition without alarm

Actual pressure indication

Actual 
pressure 
indication

Normal control Normal controlRetrial (positioning)

Pressure decline time
Occurrence of 
defective starting
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Caution 
In case of an alarm occurs, treat it as mentioned in this instruction manual.   
Make contact to our Service Division when an alarm isn’t dissolved even if you take measures. 

 

Holding function of pressure switch indication.

1) It works only when choosing pressure switch indication holding with the pressure switch.
2) If the setup of the pressure switch is lower and passes beyond the delay time, pressure alarm

is outputted, and then pressure alarm indicates “E63”. 
3) Though pressure alarm is canceled, if pressure reverts above the setup of the pressure switch, 

“E63” is kept to indicate until “ENT KEY” is pushed.  (It is also cleared with resetting power supply.)  

4-2 After the retrial, when alarm output.

Pressure

Mode

Alarm

Indication

H: Condition without alarm L: Alarm condition

Normal control

Occurrence of 
defective starting

Pressure decline time

Max. 10 seconds

Defective start conditionRetrial (positioning)
Actual 
pressure 
indication

If E80 is outputted, it is enable to be canceled except for resetting power supply.
Even if turn on power supply again , it may not work normally.
(There is the possibility of the damage of the controller or the motor pump.)

Pressure 
switch acts

Pressure

Internal mode

Alarm

Indication

Entry key input

Pressure switch 
setup

H: Condition without alarm L: Alarm condition

Pressure switch 
delay time

Normal control

Actual pressure indication

Normal control

Actual pressure 
indication
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